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Deadline approaches on tax initiatives
Proponents try to
dispel fears of
1-601 and 1-602
by Dan White
News editor
The storm of debate ignited by
state tax initiatives 601 and 602
will end soon as voters decide the
future of the state's budget in next
Tuesday's election.
The effects these initiatives will
have on higher education have fueled uncertainty at Central, and
raised concern about the future of
the university.
According to early projections
from the office of President Ivory
V. Nelson, Central could stand to
lose $9.7 million from its budget,
which could cause severe cuts in
programs, faculty and staff. In
addition, Central could face a reduction in enrollment, and lose up
to 1,000 students.
Some of these concerns were
brought to light in the Samuelson
Union Building Pit Tuesday as
supporters ofl-601 and I-602 tried
to answer questions about the initiatives.
The panel consisted of Ellensburg
farmers, Bill Haberman, Jr. and
Karin Olsen, who have actively
fought in favor of both measures
throughout Kittitas County.
..It (I-601 and I-602) is a way for
the people to have more of a voice

in our government," Olsen said to
an audience of about 50 Central
students and staff.
State Sen. Harold Hochstatter, &Moses Lake-, also attended the forum, but was not a panel member.
He spoke out in favor of both initiatives and said they are necessary to
keep state spending down.
"Government spending is out of
control," Hochstatter said. "We
have to cut fat, use more creative
tactics(irt state budgeting), and listen to the people."
Initiative 602 proposes an immediate roll-back of the$1.2 billion in
new taxes approved by the Legislature earlier this year. Those tax
increases, the highest in the state's
history, were approved to meet a
shortfall in the budget.
The majority of those .increases
came from taxes on business, tobacco and alcohol taxes and tuition
increases at state universities.
I-602, a revenue-limiting initiative, would force the legislature to
rebudget the 93-95 biennium, and
impose a super majority in the legislature. It would require a 60 percent majority to pass further tax
increases.
Hochstatter said the measures

would force the legislature to cut
waste and inefficiency in the government.
"The people are saying, 'you now
have a smaller piece of pie to work
with,"' he said. "Cutting the pieces
of that pie is our (the Legislature's)
job."
If I-602 passes, legislators would
return to the drafting board and
reworkthe$16.2 billion 93-95 budget to cut out approximately $1.2
billion.
According to a recent Associated
Press article, legislators opposed
to I-602 said it is "absurd" to think
the legislature could find over $1 ·
billion in fat from the $16.2 billion
budget.
Early outlines of where the cuts
would come from include higher
education, social and health services and K-12 services, according
to the article. ·
But Haberman and Hochstatter
disagreed with these projections.
Each said the cuts in spending
wouldnothaveanimpactonhigher
education.
·
Olsen, who primarily spoke in
support of I-601, said it would impose no cuts to the state budget.
I-601 would not go into effect
until July 1, 1995. It aims to curb
government spending by limiting
tax increases, limiting spending and
requiring a two-thirds majority in
both houses to enact any new taxes.
It would adjust the state from a
revenue limit, or the amount the
state could collect from taxpayers
annually, to an expenditure limit.

Ken Pinnell/The Observer

Student Aaron Darwin spoke up at the intiative forum and
local businessman Bob Case, Jr. listens in the fore round.
That would limit the amount of
money the state could spend each
year.
The expenditure limit would be
based on a formula that takes into
account the annual fiscal growth
factor of the state.
Olsen said that regardless of the
election outcome, I-601 and I-602
will have had some effect.
"It will have done partly what it

set out to do," she said. "It sends
the message that voters won't stand
for government growth and wasteful spending."
Also on the ballot for Tuesday's
election is Initiative 593, or the
'three strikes you 're out', as it has
become known.

See ELECTION/Page 3

Ceremony celebrates Barge renovation Housing hard to find
by Courtney R. Daisley
Staff reporter
Most buildings don't have marching bands playing in their honor
and red ribbon decorations. But
then again, most buildings don't
have the history of Barge Hall.
In celebration of Barge Hall's
1OOth birthday and its reopening,
rededication festivities have been
scheduled for Saturday from 9 a.m.
to noon.
"Nothing ties the school and community together more than this
building," said Gail Jones, director
of Alumni and Community Relations.
"Barge is one of the most historic
buildings in Ellensburg/' Jones
said. "It was a landmark 100 years
ago because it was the only tall
structure for miles."
The second floor of Barge will
hold a showcase room of memorabilia from past and present, an ongoing museum for students and
staff.
Artifacts include a desk belonging to Dr. Robert E. McConnell,

100 Yea1s
president of Central from 19311959.
Letters and tin plates will be displayed, along with an 1898 grading
chart that was found sealed in the
building's walls.
''There
tremendous memories
for alumni in this building," Jones
said.
"Students used to take art, history,
and psychology here. They used to
have dances in the basement," she
said.
"There used to be a theater where
Career Planning and Plac~ment is.

are

There are a lot of recollections
from alumni."
Referred to as Old-Ad by students 100 years ago, Barge has
been renovated to accommodate
change over the century.
At first, the decision to renovate
Barge was questioned as being
worthwhile, said MarkYoung, vice
president of university advancement.
Once it was determined to be
structurally sound, architects secured it according to today's standards, he said.
Barge is earthquake proof, accessible to the physically challenged,
and elevators have been installed.
"The renovation was decided on
to increase adaptation to
technology," Young said.
"Should we have spent more
money to build on top of 100-yearold things?" he said.
"We wanted it to look good on the
exterior, and be able to function on
the interior. To start from scratch
would have been more expensive,
and this renovation fit the budget."

See BARGE/Page 5

on and off campus
Brian Gill
Staff reoorter
Once again, Central' s housing
facilities are stuffed to more than
full capacity, but the good news is
that the pressure. of this year's
enrollment overflow .ran slightly
less than fall quarter of 1992.
The total number of ful_l-time
students is more than 7,400. About
2,400 students live in Central' s 18
residence halls and five apartment
complexes, filling them slightly
beyond their limit.
This year's fall quarter enrollment is the highest since the early
1970s, according to an article in
the Kittitas Valley Localizer.
According to Jim Hollister, director of housing, the housing situation is no worse than last year.
''The overflow is even less," he
said.
The Co~:rson Conference Center, which serves as a sponge to
absorb the extra amount of students still waiting for residence

hall assignments, currently houses
45 students.
Hollister said 70 students lived in
Courson at the beginning of this
quarter.
"We turned nobody away who
applied for housing," he said in an
effort to dispel the notion Central
must force some students to temporarily reside in KOA campgrounds
or local motels.
"Enough open beds are there (for
the Courson residents), but curiously enough we're sort of trapped
in our own efforts," he said.
"We have more than 45 beds scattered around (campus), it's just we
can't use them . . . since we are
limited by special interests (akohol-and tobacco-free dormitories)
and lack of male beds."
The enrollment lid lifted by the
Legislature last winter hasn't tightened a grip around the throat of
student housing, at least for now.
According to Hollister in the

See HOUSING/Page 3
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1-601, 602 follow path of
California tax initiative
A 1983 article in Societj magazinepraisedthesuccessofProposition 13.
It reported nearly a million new
1· obs were created in California

California's problems on a recession, coupled with the out of conCampus police turned into cattle wranglers briefly last Friday mornNews editor
trol spending, while taxes contining as three cattle escaped from the back of a truck near Eighth and
ued to decline.
Walnut, and made their way onto campus.
Although the immediate future of
The tax revolt in California con.:······ · "We haven't had this much rodeo fun since Labor Day," Campus
Police Chief Steve Rittereiser said.
Washington State may be decided within the first two years of Propo- tinued into the 80s, as voters reAccording to Rittereiser, two cows headed down~ ti' Street toward
Tuesday,.the long-term effects of sition 13,in the private sector alone. peatedly abolished different tax
President Ivory V. Nelson's home, while one cow settled in near the
the tax initiatives, if passed, may
The article also said the taxpayers bases, which ultimately led to
Barge construction site.
·not be so clear.
saved $30 billion in the the first California'srougheconomictimes,
Campus police continued to receive reports concerning the cows'
Many opponents of Initiative 601 three years.
according to the article.
position
during the ordeal which lasted just over an hour.
and 602 point to California as an
"The 1978 tax revolt," the article
In 1992, California hit "rock botRittereiser
said police were finally able to comer the cattle, one near
example of how measures that tar- said, "led to an explosive growth in tom," according to an article in The
.
,,
the
library,
and
the other two near Kittitas County Savings with help
getstateexpendituresandrevenues privateemploymentinCalifornia. · Progressive.
from the owner and two of his friends, who roped the livestock and
can go wrong.
Other early successes of ProposiSome backers of I-601 and I-602
ushered them back onto the truck.
In July 1978, California voters tion 13 included the lowest unem- think that controlling spending
passed a tax initiative which in- ploymentrate in over a decade, by won't be easy, but it must be done.
"They (the cows) didn't try to steal any cars," Rittereiser said, "and
eluded some of the·8ame principles 1980.
Sen. HaroldHochstatter,R-Moses
they didn't try to get out of town."
as I-601.
But spending was to grow at an Lake, said legislators will have to
•
Proposition 13 required that any unequal rate compared to revenue sit down and examine where they
state tax increase be approved by a during the first five years of Propo- are spending their money.
A debit card now allows students and faculty to use a credit system to
two: thirds majority of the state leg- sition 13, according to a report by
"We have to look at our priorities, buy food and beverages at dining services throughout the campus.
islature, which is also what I-601 California Legislative Analyst's and stick to the voter's mandate,"
The debit card, which is a new program sponsored by Central' s Dining
calls for.
Office.
he said.
Services allows students and faculty to pay a fee up front ( a minimum
The initial estimates, according
A 1983 Business Week article
According to The Progressive ar- of $25) and use the card at the dining halls, the SUB cafeteria and the
to a 1979 study from the U.S. reported that," five years of tax cuts ticle, that is where California went espresso booth, also in the SUB.
Comptroller's ~eport to .the Con- and uncurbed spending have left wrong.
Every time the card is used, the fee is subtracted from the initial
gressofthe United States, predicted California deep in deficit."
The article also examined where investment.
California would lose between
California had not been able to budget cuts came from when CaliThe card does not, however, replace student meal plans, but offers
. 300,00 and 450,000 state jobs be- control spending, which has been a fornia was in a crunch.
students off campus, as well as faculty, an opportunity to make use of
cause of an immediate $6 billion defense for some backers ofI-601
Among them were fire depart- these on-campus facilities with greater ease, said Karen Rowe, a compdeficit, as a result of Proposition and I-602, claiming they can learn ments, education, health care and troller for dining hall services.
13.
from the lessons in California.
sanitation.
The new program started in September, and according to Rowe, has
The job.losses didn't come, howBy 1983, California had to borWashington State voters will have been a success so far.
ever, according to the same report. row money to pay state employees, the final say in the outcome of any
· At least as not as heavily.
· and eventually had to use tax initiatives, as supporters and
· · : lh fact, California flourished un- promissary notes for their workers, opposers to 1-601 and I-602 wrestle. Central is in the clear with defaulted student loans, according to a
der the initial years of Proposition the Bustness Week article said.
with the California factor when they recent study by the U.S. Department of Education.
The study cited nearly 900 universities in jeopardy of losing federal
13.
The article casts blame for vote next Tuesdav.
financial aid assistance because of high default rates on student loans.
support the Northwest Burn Foundation by having a good : "We 're extremely careful about following regulations," said Donna
Croft, director of financial aid services at Central.
• time bowling. Gather a team of four players and call Officer Gustin at Campus Safety : "There are a lot of people working to make this a successful school,"
:
(963-2958) to participate. The deadline looms for entry.
• she said.
national default rate decreased from 22.4 percent in 1990 to
•Win a trip to Reno, Nevada!!! Lots of prizes are waiting for bowlers to collect!!! • 17The
.5 percent in 1991.
·
·· ~- · ··· ·· ~ · · ··. ~' ~
Under the Department of Education's 1989 default-reduction rules,
identified institutions will lose eligibility for the main federal student
aid, including Family Education Loans and Student Supplement
Loans, if their default rate for fiscal year 1991exceeds40 percent and
has not been reduced by at least 5 percent from the preceding year.

by Dan White
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Meeting Notice

VALUE

Flight Technology Students!
Important Meeting
.Wednesday, _Novembe~ 3, 7 p.m.
Hebeler Auditorium
This Concerns Your Future!

MEALS
..

For Further Info: Bob 963-2297

·

Introducing:

• l /6 lb. pre-cooked weight.

renda & Rosean

GoodThru
November14
Now you can get a super deal
on a value meal. It's our single
burger Super Value Meal:M You get
a super burger* with lettuce and tomato,
bigger than McDonald's, Burger King's or
Hardee's regular burgers, plus hot, crisp fries,
and a refreshing 16 oz. soft drink all at a
super value price. 'fry the single burger Super
Value MearM or other value priced meals at
participating Dairy Queen® Brazier® stores.

We Treat You Righf
·· AM 00. Corp./1993

TM Trademark AM 0.0. Corp.

&.&TS

tt~s
CoOLI
NT"' -

•

braziei,

® Reg. U.S. Pat. 011.. AM D.Q. Corp.

2 LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU!
10th & ALDER
· WEST INTERCHANGE
925-5542
925-5442

Advanced Hair Care
Open Tuesday - Saturday
405

w. 5th

925-7999
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ELECTION: crime bill and local races
Initiative 593 sentences three-time offenders to life in prison
From page 1
I-593 would specify certain
crimes as the most serious. Criminals who are convicted three times
of those crimes would be sentenced
to life in prison.
Backers of 1-593 claim it toughens a currently weak stance on
criminals by the state, and protects
innocent people from repeat offenders who get out of prison too
soon.
Opponents to the measure said it
will require wasteful spending on
inmates who are no longer a threat
to society, once they have reached
a certain age.
0
nents also ar ue the initia-

tive will do little to deter.criminals,
and would only cause more overcrowding in the state's prisons.
A recent article in the Seattle P-1
said Washington already has tough
habitual crime laws, and this measure would make punishment of
crimes even more certain.
According to the article, nearly
50 repeat offenders are locked up
in the state prison, and the measure
would reduce the chances those
individuals would be released.
The article also said th~t if the
measure passes, Washington would
have one of the toughest habitual
crime laws in the nation.

On the local side of Tuesday's
elections, three positions for Ellensburg City Council are on the
ballot.
In the race for Position 1, incumbent Mike Williams faces off
against John Perrie.
Incumbent Wendy Rittereiser and
Robbe Gilmour contend for Position 2.
Jn the race for Position 3, incumbent Stanley Ray runs against Ted
Garoutte.
Monday at noon in the SUB Pit,
these candidates will square off on
local baliotissues,anddiscus I-601
and I-602.

Housing: waiting lists long
From page 1
The enrollment lid lifted by the
Legislaturelastwinter hasn'ttightened a grip around the throat of
student housing, at least for now.
According to Hollister in the
DailyRecord'sreport, "It's hard to
judge whether the lifted enrollment
lid has had a real effect on us because of all the new housing off
campus."
The Ellensburg City Planning
office listed three new off-campus
housing facilities which received
their Certificate of Occupation
clearance in time for the 93-94
.school year.
University Apartments, located
on the corner of 18th and D street,
recently added 152 units.

The Surrey apartment additions,
·located on 14th and D street, and
additionstoRygateSquare,18thand·
Chestnut, total 65 new units.
Ninteen units have also been completed on Alder street.
They will probably open in November after they receive their
COE.
A 96-unit facility proposal has
also been_submitted to City Planning to be constructed on the vacant comer of 18th and Alder.
According to the Daily Record,
Ellensburg' s housing market remains as tight as ever with some
apartment complexes showing
waiting lists of over a year.
The same is true for on campus
apartment facilities, Hollister said.

A student applying today for an
apartment on campus such as Student Village or Brooklane may not
move in until fall quarternext year.
But he said the waiting period varies.
As for any additional residence
halls, Hollister said, "there are none
planned."
Unlike department facility buiJdings such as Barge Hall, residence
halls do not operate from state
funds and instead are financed by
the students who occupy them.
"I think Central has a nice size
system right now," Hollister said.
"Central would be foolish to think
it could house all of its students (by
itself). That would be a poor financial venture."

ELLENSBURG
CITY COUNCIL
Position #1

"An advocate for
Ellensburg."

YOUR VOTE COUNTS!
TUESDAY, NOV. 2
Paid for by: Retain Mike Williams on City Council Committee.
P.O. Box 1492, Ellensburg

r--~---------~------------,

$8°0 OFF
Lube, Oil, Oil Filter and
Tune-Up Combination
(Includes Windows Washed
and Interior Vacuumed)

castro'·

•Brakes
•Transmissions
•Electrical
•Engines
•Tune-ups
•Clutches
... And More

11·

•••

Call for an appointment now

1102 Canyon Rd

Lube, Oil, & Oil Filter
No Appoin\m~n~ Necessary

~.,

~~~::~~~!~~~~ff=-----~~:~~~:~

..

- · Maximum protection against
viscosity and thermal breakdown.

~~
:....-

925-1665 .
Available on most cars and lightweight trucks

.

'

1102 CANYON RD
Next to Les Schwab Tires

-

925-1665
Mon-Fri. 8:00 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.
Open Saturdays

VISA
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.Working through the system achieves goals
by Lori Leitner
Staff reporter

A man who has enjoyed married
life for 20 years, David Dauwalder
now applies the knowledge he
gained in family life here at Central.
Dauwalder is Central' s new Dean
of the School of Business and Economics.
"My goal is to create a situation
that helps the faculty do their jobs
better, and, in tum, helps students
achieve their goals of getting
through school."
"You learn a lot from the partnership.
"I've learned how to act and react
to people in situations, and how to
work together to accomplish what
we want to accomplish.
"I like to be involved in things
that help.others," he said.
The most effective way to achieve
goals is to work through the system
to accomplish what you want, he
said.
Dauwalder came to Central in
September from California State
University, Los Angeles, where he
was Acting Dean of the School of
Business and Economics for two

years.
Dauwalder said he aims to gain
accreditation forthe School ofBusiness and Economics.
The school is presently pursuing
accreditation through the American Assembly of Collegiate Schools
of Business (AACSB), a major accreditation body for business
schools, he said.
Out of 1,200 business schools in
the United States, AACSB accredits 300.
In order to become accredited, the

ilt!!!l\1
The following is a list of events
scheduled as part of Central' s
Homecoming activities.

Fri. Oct. 29
Comedian Greg Wingo and the a
cappella group The Trenchcoats (
will perform two shows in the
Undergraduate Club in the SUB at
8:30 p. m. and 10:30 p. m.

Sat. Oct. 30

1

e Spence

e Observer

David Dauwalder, Central's new dean of the School of Business and Economics, relaxes
in his new office where he strives for accredidatlon of the school.
school must produce a self-study
report, including faculty performance, curriculum, students and
programs.
They will measure student performance by testing the levels of understanding of students leaving the
university, Dauwalder said.

''

I've learned how to
act and react to people
in situations....
David Dauwalder
Under the AACSB standards, the
School of Business and Economics
also needs to show they have a
program that improves year after
year, Dauwalder said.
"The accreditation standards we

try to meet are based on principles

of maintaining continuous improvement," he said.
He also said he would like to continue to improve unity within the
School of Business and Economics.
"I would like to have the schools
continue their ability to work together," Dauwalder said.
However, the physical separation
of the university's main campus
from the extended universities in
South SeattleandLynnwood makes
this unity difficult, he said.
Dauwalder said he would also like
to expand relations with alumni
and businesses.
"We need to think of students as
future alumni," he said. "We need
to continue to deliver a good product to the students · so they will
come back and support the school."
One problem with his position as

.:-..:·-:··":·.·.. Celebrating the partnership of the Century..... .

The rededication of Barge Hall
begins at 9 a. m., with an open
house and refreshments, followed
by a ribbon cutting ceremony. Be
there to help blow out the birthday
cake candles.

The University Recreation 5-K
dean, Dauwalder said, is finding Fun Run begins at 10:30 a. m., and
out where all the policies and pro- costs $7 per person, which includes
cedures are stated.
a T-shirt and a cooler. Lots of
Another problem, he said, is be- prizes will be passed out.
coming oriented to how the instituCentral football kicks off at 1:30
tion operates.
p.
m. against league rival Univer"I don't mean that in a negative
sity
ofPuget Sound. Masks will be
way," Dauwalder said.
handed
out courtesy of Alumni
"It's natural when a person comes
Affairs.
into a new situation."
Dauwalder has two children, a
The Residence Hall Council's
son, 14, and a daughter, 10.
Homecoming Dance is scheduled
He said he likes to spend time for 9 p. m. in the SUB ballroom.
with his family, remodeling their Tickets are $5 per person.
recently bought Ellensburg home,
The theme this year is Midnight
and taking weekend trips around Masquerade, and the dance issemithe state.
formal.
"Ellensburg is a nice community,"
The first 200 people through the
Dauwalder said. "I've grown a lot.. door receive free masks
the town seems to have a lot of The dance will last until 1 a. m.,
pride in its history.
with pictures being taken from
''Ellensburg takes pride in its heri- 8p.m. to midnight.
tage. There's a good relationship
between the town and the college."

ATTENTION

cwu

.STUDENTS!
Get a handy water bottle and enter to win a

MOUNTAIN BIKE
BARGE HALL
COMMUNITY OPEN HOUSE
OCTOBER 30, 1993
9 a.m. to.Noon
(9:30 a.m.: Official Opening Ceremony)

• Everyone Welcome
• Ellensburg Community
• Students, Faculty, Staff
Refreshments

Music

Tours

Remembrances

Central Washington University
EEO/ AA!fitle IX Institution TDD (509) 963-3323

when you open a West One
Student Checking account
by 4 p.m. Friday, October 29

courtesy of the Recycle Shop and
West One Bank.
With a $100 minimum opening balance
West One Checking offers full time
qualifying students:

• First order of checks free
• Unlimited check writing
• No monthly maintenance fee

Stop By and See Us Today!
500 N. Pearl

962-7451
Open Mon. - Thurs.
Fridays
Saturdays

9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
9 a.m. - 6 p.m.
9 a.m. - 1 p.m .

W£ST()NE.
B.ANK

Member FDIC
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Barge: celebration to include
alumni, history of building ,

ke.Y
Buffalo Plaid
Flannel Shirt

From page 1

Assorted
Buffalo
Plaids

Available
In

Long

• 100% Cotton
• 7-Button Front
Heavyweight Flannel
• Sanded Collar
• Black Nylon Inside Cuff,
• Long Tails
Collar Band and Pocket Flaps
Made In U.S.A. since 1903
615 S l11din

Arnold'&

11i

h

.~

cmc

~

-

925 6181

OPEN SUNDAYS

Barge's renovation ·came in
roughly $250,000 under its
projected $8 million budget.
Yet even with all the changes made
to Barge, a few pieces of history
remain intact. .
Most of the windowsills and bannisters are originals from Barge's
early beginning.
"People come in here and tell us
they carved their initials in the
windowsills, and about marking
squea)cy stairs so they could sneak
to class," Young said.
"This building holds a lot of
memories."
Block number eight, First Railroad Addition, was selected in 1893
as the site to build what is now
Barge Hall.
Prior to this, students and staff

attended classes on the second
floor of an Ellensburg public
school that had yet to be completed.
Students could board with Ellensburgfamiliesorroom together
to appease the $3 to $4 per week
living expenses.
Barge was completed in 1894 for
a cost of $62,500. The building
was later named after Benjamin
Franklin Barge, the first principal
of the Washington State Normal
School, from 1891 - 1894.
President Ivory Nelson, along
with 16 students representing different facets of university life,
will cut the ceremonial ribbon to
dedicate the reopening ofBarge as
both a functional and historical
building, Jones said.
Tours of Barge will be offered

8
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: GROCERY
Quilt-Lined
Flannel Shirt

iD
A

• '
:
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• 100% Cotton Heavyweight
Flannel

• Snap Placket Front
• Banded Collar

• Polyester Fill Quilted to
Nylon Tricot Lining

• Hemmed Bottom .

• Pencil Pocket
615 S Main

11i

~

--

925 6181

OPEN SUNDAYS
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9am·4pm
111 ...... ,

c:::=
AO 513.98

MOVIES, MUNCHIES
... EVEN BOOKS
AND SCHOOL
SUPPLIES.
SAVE LIVES
AND MAKE
EXTRA MONEY.
DONATE PLASMA
AND EARN UP TO
$145/month.
Donating plasma is a great way to make extra spending money. And
it helps provide vital medical products. Burn and shock victims,
surgery patlents, and persons with hemophilia all depend on plasma
products.
.
Giving plasma is safe, easy to do and very rewarding. You
can donate between classes or make donating a fund raiser for your
student organization. For more information, call or come in to our
plasma center today.

TI<_g,l~b~

EXTENDED
HOURS

I

Mon. thru Thur. 8:00am-8:00pm
Friday
8:00am-5:00pm
Sat. & Sun.
8:00am-4:00pm

26 S. 2nd Street· Yakima, WA

457-7878

8th & Chestnut

. .
Labatt's
Blue

W

•

h

and hosts will be on hand throughout the building to share and listen
to the history of Barge.
Emeritus professors and alumni
will play host to Barge. They know
the perspective and history of the
building, Jones said.
"We want to encourage people to
share their experiences about things
that have happened here (in
Barge)," Young said.
"We're stressing importance on
interaction. It's therapeutic when
someone who has spent so much
time here can talk about it," Young
said.
Students, staff and alumni are
invited to celebrate the rededication of Barge in ceremonies complete with marching band, cookies
and lemonade, and an official ribbon cutting.

9am·4pm

AO 576

Antold's

Pages

$7 99
•

12 - 12 oz. bottles

179¢

2LiterCokeproducts

. .

I

$6.99 •a
12 Pk cans Reg & Lt

•
.,.

•

•

$3.99 -

6 pk bottles reg dark & ale

$7.99 :
· 24 pk cans Reg & It •

•
•
•••••••••••••••••••••
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The quick fix: students and caffeine rK.CAT·~
Gary Wenk, a University of Ari- •

Coffee and espresso
give students bo9st

zona psychology professor, researched caffeine while teaching at
Johns Hopkins University in Baltimore.
. ,
Wenk said caffeine acts as a general stimulant to the central ner-

:
•
•
.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
vo~ssystem,raisingheartandblood :
:
pressure rat~s.
•
•
The substance also drains sodium •
•
from the body, he said.
•
:
:·1tseemstoen.hancementalfunc-:
hon," Wenk said.
•
•
•
He said that caffeine is less ad- • eyery9ne lS
•
dieting than nicotine orother drugs : h st en 1 n g t 0.
:
and will positively affect only • • "Electric Espresso
•
peoplewhoarephysicallyormen- •Mornings"
:
tally fatigued.
·
: 6 a.m.-9a.m. M-F
•
Those well-rested will only expe- •
•
·
·
he sai'd.
• • ."R eggae L unc h , "
•
nence
anx10usness,
And Wenk said the body does •the best in reggae and•
build up a tolerance to caffeine- •world beat music,
•
an event that could create "nasty • noon.lp.m., Mondays •
headaches" fora few days ifa regu,
lardrinkerdoesnotingestcaffeine. • "Metal Meltdown,"
But Samantha Birks, 20, an art Slag heaps of metal,
major from Snohomish, said she 9p.m.-llp.m., Mondays
just likes the taste.
•

by Staci West
Editor

It is the fuel of all-nighters.
It's caffeine, and students devour
it in mass quantities.
Since fall quarter began, Central
students have consumed about
11,250 gallons of coffee in dining
halls and nearly 7 ;ooo drinks from
the SUB espresso bar.
Tom Ogg, director of Dining Services, said students consume about
37 gallons of caffinated coffee each
day in Tunstall, Holmes, and the
SUB cafeteria.
"Considerable amounts of caffeine
are being consumed," Ogg said.
The big winner at the espresso
bar, Ogg said, is the tall mocha.
.More than 1,800 tall mochas were
sold between Sept. 20 and Oct. 22.
Anthropology major pave

5 FM :.
•

•

91

Here's what

Ken Pinnell/The Observer

Espresso Booth workers Christine Emswiler and Jeff
James watch as, surprisingly, Central student Adam Fyall
walks by without purchasing a drink.
Phillips, 21, of Edmonds, said he's tions major from Tumwater, said
"just a little too addicted."
"I'm a T.A. in the Anthro department and I don't ever want to see it
(the pot in the department office)
just going to waste," Phillips said.
"That just hurts my heart."
Denise Skaggs, 21, a public rela-

she drinks about three mochas per
day.
"I drink the one in the morning
because I need the jolt," shesaid.
She said she even worked at the
espresso booth "so I could get free
ones. That's really bad."

IS the

oo·c IN?
8 Eye

.

Attention.all students registering for
English 101 winter quarter:
Contact the English department to get your
•

Kathy Fisher Loveless
· "Nail Technician"

$1795

&

ACRYLIC

Limited Time

by

Mundy's Family Shoes

$3595

M:in. -lhlJS. 8: 15 om ·6:00 p.m.
Frmf 8:150.m. -8~p.m

ir-----=-1.

• • "UK Rock Block"
:with Rock Over Lon- :
•don and the UK Chart •
•Attack, 8p.m.-10p.m., :
: Wednesdays , ·

•

• • "Up Close," inter: views and music from
• leaders in rock and
: roll, noon-lp.m.,
•Sundays

•replayed, lOp.m.: 1 lp.m., Sundays

•

: KCAT...
:
: This IS College Radio :

..

lllJZUCHI s

Econ.101, Lesson l:

Give
another chance.·
Give blood.

Chances are that when you come to school at
Central, you will be some distance from home.
Long Distance. And, if you are like most Central
students, you will call family and friends often
during the school year.

10:00 am • 2:00 pm

Now, we've made those long distance calls easier
and cheaper to make with our new Campus Card.
With the Campus Card you get the benefits of
direct dial rates when you place any long distance
call. That's a considerable savings over calling collect.

November 3 & 4
SUB Theater

So Lesson #l is simple: The Campus Card is the most
_ most economical way to place your long distance calls .

. , Ellensburg
l!i. Telephone

•
••

•
••
••
BLOW OUT NAIL PRICES! •
Limited time only at these prices.
•••
·••
•••
lvtSAJ ~~925-2320 •••
•
504 E. 8th St. ••
•
•••••••••••••••••

.Dr. Traditions

8:15am.-5:lJo~

•

FULL SETS
FIBER
•
• • "King Biscuit Flower
GLASS
: Hour," Live music

FILLS

w

t

. : HERE S A NEW FACE
.

Just

Downtown Ellensburg Z•~il

•

~~p~eirim~iis~s~i~on~n~u~m~b~e~r~B~EiF~O~R~E~rie~g~IB~te~r~1~n~gi.~

Craze Horse·LeatherZ welt construction
Comando Sole

Shoes For The Entire Family - Since 1938

• "North by Northwest," Northwest's
best tunes, 9p.m.1 lp.m., Tuesdays

•

For more information on the Campus Card, give us
a call at 925-1425 or stop by and see us at 305 N. Ruby.

AmericanRed Cross

305 N. Ruby • 925-1425

Live music by

·

~\ ROCK BOTTOM.
At the Best Western Saturday, Oct. 30
·
Potions and poisons available at 8:30 ... Dancing until 1:30

'
'
t.

Cash Prizes For Best Ghouls & Goblins
Spiders and insects served upon request!!!

$4.00 per person

~must be 21 or older

PLEASE REMEMBER TO

itiVOTE
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 2, 1993

YOUR VOICE COUNTS!

Get Informed!
Know The Issues!

Paid For Bv The-ASCWU Board Of Directors

KITT;;iii;~~~;~TICE

II

Get To Know The Local
Candidates

Dr. Gregory Pachen
925-9891
• FAMILY HEALlli CARE• SPORfS & WORK RELATED
INJURIES • SPORTS ~SICALS

Monday, November 1, 1993 at
12:00 p.m. in The SUB Pit

• Same Day Appointments Available • Most Insurance Plans
Accepted

RE-ELECT
AMAN WHO
CARES ABOUT
ELLENSBURG & CWU

It's Your Community! :
·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·

::::::

.

ATTENTION!
Students Interested In

RAY
Paid for by Committee to Re-Elect Stanley Ray 712 E. 6th #108, Ellensburg
-

207 WEST EIGHTH
ELLENSBURG

WILDCAT
HOMECOMING
EVENT

"SATURDAY"
AFTER THE

WITH

AT ...

GAME
• 12-12 OZ. CANS

12-12 OZ BOTTLES

5.99
MILLER
GENUINE DRAFT

COORS ·
BEER

12-12 OZ CANS

12-12 OZ CANS

DORAL CARTON
12.45
OLD GOLD CARTON
12.99
MONARCH CARTON _ 12.99
G.P.C. CARTON
,13.99
BASIC CARTON
13.9~
PYRAMID CARTON
13.9~
-

18.9~

LOWEST PRICES IN TOWN!!
.
.

~
.-

BUDWEISER ~
ICE DRAFT

BUDWEISER ~
ICE DRAFT . ~

24-12 OZ BOTTLES

6-12 OZ BOTTLES

_W

3.29

~~

~

COCA-COLA
PRODUCTS 2 LTR.

NATURAL
LITE
12-12 OZ CANS

·79¢

COCA-COLA
PRODUCTS 12 CAN
R.C. ·coLA &
DIET RITE 15 CANS

. 3.99

. 7.99

SOFT DRINK SECTION

SNAPPLE
12 oz. BOTTLES

4:00 PM - 6:00 PM

SCHMIDT'S

6.99

TOBACCO DEPARTMENT

FREE PIZZA &COCA-COLA

10.99

6.99

6.99

PRIZES ... GIFTS ... GIVEAWAYS ...

K.X.L.E. REMOTE
"95 COUNTRY"
KXLE F..M.

BUDWEISER ~ BUDWEISER~
ICE DRAFT ~ ICE DRAFT . ~

CAMELCARTON

OPEN EVERYDAY 7AM .'TJL 11 PM
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY UNTIL MIDNITE

HAPPY'S MARKET
HAPPY'S MARKET

c.

2 99
•

2 99

69¢
•

.

CANDY SECTION

"10 PACKS"
ALMOND JOY

FAMILY39¢
MEAT PIES
¢ WESTERN FAMILY 69¢
ORANGE JUICE
WESTERN LAMILY
69¢
r.

99

MOUNDS
REESES PEANUT
BUTTER cuPs
HERSHEY MILK
HERSHEY ALMOND
KITKATBARS

FROZEN FOODS

WESTERN

PIZZA
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Save your student skin,
vote NO on 1-601, 1-602
ote no on Initiatives rot and 602 Nov. 2.
Those people fighting for and against the initiatives both agree on
one thing: the consequences of passage of the initiatives are difficult
to predict.
But the impact on Central could be devastating. In an effort to curb
government waste, proponents of I-602 created a proposal to repeal
all taxes passed in the 1993 legislative session.
Unfortunately, if this were to occur, government funding of higher
education would suffer.
Higher education would stand to lose $224 million of the total $996
million the state would lose.
Central already faces a budget reduction from last year. Further cuts
would undermine the entire goal of education.
Without funding, universities are vulnerable to staff, student and
curriculum cuts.
Central could lose up to 170 full-time employees and nearly 1,000
students.
·
Fewer faculty available to teach reduces the number of course
sections available to students and increases the size of classes.
To the Editor:
With more students in each class to teach, professors lose the
"personal touch" so unique to Central.
· The "Observance" in the Oct. 21
Central students already have difficulty gaining entry into courses.
issue was less observational than
Would we have to spend six years trying to get a- college degree if
repetition of what the author has
these initiatives passed?
been spoon-fed by baby boomers.
Voting for I-601 and J.;602 would be counterproductive. Granted,
Who coined the term "Generathey put more power in the hands of voters when it comes to raising
tion X?"
taxes.
And what does it mean?
But the reason we elect representatives and senators is to represent
Certainly the X is not a roman
our needs and desires.
numeral-we are the 13th generaIf they fail in that job, then the answer is to elect different people to
tion of Americans, not the 10th.
office, not pass initiatives that fail to address the problems prevalent
Does it then imply an algebraic X,
in society.
an unknown?
Is our generation and its intents
truly unknown to itself (tJlat is,
would an aware member of our
generation coin that phrase), or is it
simply· unknown to the baby
bcmm ers and older generations who
are in control of the American mass
media?
The author simpered about how
wonderful
the hippies of the 60s
wo new services available at Central waste students' money.
wereforquestioningauthority(my,
In each case, students' input was not solicited. As a result, both
what a coincidence that the hippies
projects may fail.
were baby boomers-I wonder
The campus shuttle project displays the lack of analysis of student
who gave the author the idea they
needs.
were neat), and complain that our
The vans were obtained from the pool of vans previously available
generation doesn'thave the mental
for general services. That means two fewer vans are available for
strength to do the same.
residence hall staff. departments and offices to use.
The author's implication that we
Instead, these vans circle the campus, usually carrying only a driver,
don't care about world problems
waiting for students to appear at the white campus shuttle flag stops;
(but we'd better start soon if we're
Central students are capable of walking the few blocks to campus
to be successful in life-at least,
and between classes. According to Edna Madsen of Motor Pool,
successful according to the baby
only 30 people use the shuttle service every day.
boomer paradigm) is a clear indiThe majority of students do not use the service-but they·pay for it.
cation that the term ·~astute obserDo students think these shu!tle vans are the best use of funds?
vation" is far, far from theauthor's
Would it not benefit more students if vans ran ih the evening when
understanding.
more people would use it? Did the administration ask the students
I'd suggest that the author talce
what they wanted their money spent on?
some time to Observe their own
The campus shuttle service exemplifies the lack of communication
generation. and quit accepting the
between·the administration and students.
negative
publicity that had been
Another example of this problem exists in the new· undergraduate
accepted as truth.
club. More than $20,000 will be spent to draw students away from
Actually, I have a hard time beparties and to a cafeteria with blaring lights and music.
lieving that a "Thirteener" (a more
Unfortunately, the Services and Activity Committee, not comprised
appropriate appellation than "Genof any students elected by students, decided to fund this project.
eration X' er") even wrote the arThe intentions behind the nightclub are honorable, but the method
ticle that refers to the 13th generato the madness is weak.
tion of Americans as "we" and
Once again tons of money will be spent on a project that the general
"our"
and "us."
student body tiad no say in creating.
If it is true that a Thirteenef' wrote
Will students truly leave their rooms and parties to pay a couple
it, the author is sadly out of touch.
bucks to listen to music and watch T.V.? Let's be real: they won't.
Many (in fact, most) of my follow
Before any more projects of this magnitude are implementedThirteeners (even those who are
especially those paid for by students-the administration should
fans of Beavis and Butthead) are
consult the students. Our opinion is as valuable as the money forked
more than willing to tackle a situaout of our wallets for the shuttle service and nightclub.

LETTERS

Observance
·lacks clear
observations

Money being wasted
on 's huttle, nightclub

tion that is not so ruined by baby
boomers as to still allow for a solutions.
For example, I'm more than willing to tackle the problem of t~e few
spineless members of our generation parroting the words of baby
boomersasifthey'reproclaiminga
grand Observance.
Stuart Whitmore

Quit whining
·a nd' start to
take action
To the Editor:
In response to the letter published
in last week's "Letters" section on
the subject of banning .bikes from
campus, I would like to rebut with
a question.
How are students-and facultysupp9sed to travel to and from their
classes when they rely on bicycles
as their primary mode of transportation?
There are many people in this
university that either do not own a
car or do not wish to walk from one
end of campus to the other.
As to the comment made about
nothing being done in five years to
alleviate the problem, I would like
to point out that several attempts
have been made.
The fact is, the campus police are
.fighting a losing battle trying to
enforce the pedestrian traffic rules
on the malls.
They don't have the personnel to
monitor every square foot of the
campus grounds.
Personally, I would rather have
them patrolling the parking lots and
dorm areas trying to prevent more
serious crimes like theft or assault
than stand around waiting for one
of those "vicious" bikers to come
roaring down the mall at 1S mph
instead of 10.
If the person feels that there is
such _a grave danger, they should
stop whining about it and talce the
issue.to someone that can do something about-it
Campus Auxiliary Services and
the University Physical Plant are
the two organizational bodies that

control almost everything that happens to the campus.
Take the problem up with them,
and present a proposal for a bike
path that extends the length of the
campus.
The 100-yard stretch that they call
a bike path (next to the SUB parking lot) is not good enough to prevent cyclist/pedestrian encounters.
If this idea had been followed up
on five years ago, there would be
- far less accidents involving bikes
and pedestrians.
Petitions can be strong tools to
accomplish goals; you could easily put a petition together to look in
to the possibility of this campus
bike path.
So, how about jumping off the
"Ban the bikes" bandwagon, and
do something that will benefit the
entire student body.
Tim Ferland

Dissection of
animals
hypocritical
To the Editor:
What incredible hypocrisy is Dr.
Jonathan Balcombe' s article in the
Oct. 21 Observer.
While he tries to saddle students
with pangs of conscience over the
deaths of animals used in anatomy
classes, he is employed by one of

See DISSECT/Page 9
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Dissect: just
as bad to kill
shelter animals
From Page 8
the Humane Societies which collectively kill millions of "sentient
beings" under the ethic of"humaneness."
If Dr. Balcombe is doing his job
and advocating Humane Society
policy as its Assistant Director for
Education, he's out there right now
telling school kids how "necessary"
it is to kill animals for their own
good and well-being.
Regardless of the validity of Humane Society's arguments for killing animals in shelters, Dr.
Balcombe would burden students
with a morality that he himself does
not practice.
The fact is that millions of animals
are killed each year and the killing
is justified by the self-defined ethical policies of his own organization.
If such practices are deemed ethical by our society (and Dr. Balcombe
_makes no argument to the contrary).
it should not be wrong to use the
already-dead animals that result for
educational purposes.
Is Dr. Balcombe suggesting that a
student boycott of dissection in
anatomy labs will influence Humane Societies to stop killing shel-

ter animals or slaughterhou~es to
stop killing pigs?
If Dr; Balcombe wants to start a
crusade against killing animals, he
might as well start by installing a
tall mirror in his office.
But students should not be discouraged from pursuing their education goals by having to shoulder
Dr. Balcombe's double-standard
ethics.
Clay Denman, Anthropology

Cycling task
force wheels
spin in place
To the Editor:
Having campus law enforcement
radaring cyclists is ajoke!
What next, pedestrians?
Radaring cyclists only solves the
problem temporarily and creates
additional cost during these tightened budgets.
Education is the best alternative if
the administration can't handle the
problem in a timely manner.
Currently, a special bicycle task
force has been appointed by President Ivory Nelson.
This task force originated over one
year ago.
The administration needs to imple-

'

')l man isn't poor if fie can sti[[ faugfi. "

-1@ymoni %tcficoct

ment a strategy to relieve this problem now.
Feasible ideas have been presented by the committee at a Board
of Trustees meeting, but ignored.
They must be waiting for another
lawsuit to take place!
After Dave Brown, chair of the
bicycle task force, presented several ideas from the committee to
the BOT, Dr. Nelson "took
charge."
His final decision was to re-appoint a special bicycle task force
committee with Dave Brown at
the helm again.
This committee has not yet met
since its appointment back in early
spring.
I encourage the administration to
sol ye this problem as soon as possible.
My advice to you cyclists is to
take alternative routes besides
Walnut Mall until a real solution
has been implemented by the administration.
Don't use the partial bike path
during heavy traffic.
It is a danger to both pedestraisn
and bicyclists alike with all the
cross-traffic.
As for pedestrians, "Be considerate."
A solution of cyclists and pedestrian co-existence is possible.
Shawn I. Bloom
President, Cycling Club

~
Zipper Front
Logger Shirt

• Banded Collar
•Long Tails
• Single Button Cuff

• 100% Cotton
• Two Breast Pockets
With Flaps
Arnold 'a

615 S. lhin

IJil

h

~

9im·4pm
cmc ~lll•n••I=

~

--=

925 -6181
OPEN SUNDAYS

AD 552.47

Saddle King
bykeY

Western Flannel Shirt

'Dear Sam:
I am sorry to emf it tliis

way, 6ut an interna·
tiona[ e~nge is

an
apportunity of a Cifetime for me. Of course I
wif[ miss you. I tliinl(
you actua{{y lie{pe.a me
realize tliat tliis is a
time in my Cife wlien I
must tat<f, atlvantage of
every apportunity. I
guess, in a way, I
sliouU tlianl(you...

• Heavyweight 100%
Cotton Flannel
• Assorted Plaids
• Snap-on Sleeve Placket
Arnold''

615S . M~in

IJil

h

.~

~

-

• 7-Closure Front
• Pencil Pocket
•Long Tails
• Lined Neck, Sleeves
and Pocket Flap
9256181
OPEN SUNDAYS

9am·4pm

cmc B,,....... ,c::=

Office ot International Programs
Naneum Buildin
963-3612

AD 586.99

Get the credit you want.
And get 25°/o Off
all regular-priced
-merchandise.

GRAND OPENING!
FRIDAY & SATURDAY

Apply for a JCPenney
charge account and receive
your shopping spree
certificate.
Now through November 1 .

9'6 2-1833

608 N. Main

• Drawings for FREE Food.
• FREE T-Shirts.
* Pick-up Orders Ready Within15 Minutes!!!
~I

/,

L~

If you already have a JCPenney charge account, you
can still cash in on 25% savings with your shopping
spree certificate. But hurry, offer expires
November 1, 1993 .
See your Sales Associate for details.
Discount applies only to regular-priced merchandise and is limited to
JCPenney in-store stock on hand. If a price reduction is offered for the
purchase of two or more similar items, the customer will recieve the better
value of the two (reduced price or 25% off). Not for use in Cosmetic
Department, on Smart Value merchandise, Swatch® or Gucci® watches,
Men's Haggar® Wrinkle-Free Cottons'™, Marquis.,,. by Waterford® Crystal ,
Catalog or Catalog Outlet Store merchandise, or in combination with any other
coupon. Discount can apply to one or more items purchased. As always,
credit purchases are subject to review.

ILAST 5 DAYSI
5th & Pine

925-3183
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Country offers solutions to world's problems
by Staci West
Editor
The solution to all the world's
problems is fairly simple. Just tum
on your radio and you'll understand. Country music.
Yup, it could be Randy Travis. Or
K.T.Oslin. OrRebaMcEntire. Or
Garth Brooks.
Barry Manilow won't do. His
songs are too soft. Can you imagine him in a barroom brawl or dueling it out on a dusty, deserted
ghost town street?
And Pearl Jam? Well, it's difficult for people to communicate
when their words are inaudible.
Hey, let's throw our hair around
and hope that it shields us from the
bullets!
Maybe Barbara Streisand could

solvetheproblems.She'ddefinitely
get everyone's attention when she
hit the high .note.s.
.
But now she's too preoccupied
with movie-making.
Or maybe rap songs such as
"Whoomp!There it is!" could do
some good. Or maybe not.
So what's left? Why, there's the
tough-talking, hat-tipping men of
country crowned with their cowboy hats.
And that will do for me.
So how can country music save

What people are
saying about City
Council member
Wendy Rittereiserp
When Wendy graduated
from CWU with her account, ing degree, national and
regional public accounting
firms wanted to hire her. ·
She· had the qualities of both a dynamic personality an,d
excellent academic achievements. Instead, Wendy chose
to live in Ellensburg and has since been a major contributor
to the excellent quality of life in this community. I hope
Wendy can continue to work for us on the City Council.
Pat O'Shaughnessy
Wendy gets my vote for City Council. She does her
homework on issues before the Council and she listens
to her constituents. Nancy Howard

the planet? Let's throw Boris
Country music and dancing gets
Yeltsin, Bill Clinton, Omar people smiling.
Quadaffi and Saddam Hussein into
See, back m the old days country
a country bar and see what can be was a way of life.
done with them.
The women were tough, even
Yeltsin could use a cowboy hat to though they couldn't vote back
cover his thinning hair.
then.
·
Andi bet Hussein can really swing.
When their house was threatened,
Even the meanest of men can't re- the women pulled out the shotguns
sist the temptation to sing along and dared anyone to come near!
withGarthBrooks"'FriendsinLow
Women did as much hauling of
Places."
cattle and back-breaking chores as
And Bill Clinton will be able to men. Think about trips on the
two-steparoundthereporters' ques- - wagon train.
tions with relative ease.
Now that would have been tough. ·
Maybe even Socks will join in and And I doubt they complained about
walk on the keyboards.
whatto wear or having broken nails.
Hold the world leaders captive in . Those were tough ladies.
a country bar with plenty of music
And the kids didn't sit fo front of
and beer. ·
a TV for hours on end playing
Soon enough they'd be slapping video games.
each other on the back and com par- - The kids learned the value of hard
ing flannel.
work and to appreciate what they
The summit talks should be held had. They had worked for it.
at a country bar. When the band
The country men tilled the barren
takesabreaktheworldleaderscould land and provided food for faminegotiate.
lies. Life wasn't watching MonThe rest of the time they'd be day night football.
required to dance and have fun.
Back in the country days people
respected the Earth. It gave them
their water and food. But they also
feared it.
,
People knew the power of mountains and rivers as they traveledthe
Oregon Trail.

KIM'S
GEMSTONE
CUTTING
Jewelry repairing
Ellensburg Blues
Reasonable prices
Getn Faceting
Polishing
'-'
Special orders
Fast service

Yet now we cruise across miles of
land in a day, not appreciating what
the Earth offers us.
It's the country-lovin' folks who
live right.
Country people tip their hats to
each other, not their guns. So what
if it's cool to have the biggest and
baddest truck?
At least they aren't fighting over
who has the biggest and baddest
nuclear weapons.
And a woman can swing with a
man and not worry that he expects
her to be swinging in his bed by
morning.
Female country singers don't
whine about dying without a man.
They sing about strength and rec overing.
The men don't sing about having
sex with lots of women. They sing
about love, life and reality.
It may be too late for 20th century
citizens to ride in buggies and live
in log cabins or above a saloon.
But it's never too late to listen to
country music.
It's asimplesolution to the wor~d's
problems.
Therearen'tany satanic messages
when country records are played
backward-unless they're telling
people to eat more bacon and not
worry about their cholesterol!

A DELINE'S

RESTAURANT AND LOUNGE

•GRILL OPEN 11 am - 7 pm DAILY
•DAILY LUNCH SPECIALS

High Quality

Retain Wendy Rittereiser
City Council Position 2

109 W. 3rd. 925-4900

Paid for by the Committee to Retain Wendy Rittereiser
Kathleen Beach, Chair, 1116 E. 2nd, Ellensburg, WA 98926

Open 9- 6 Mon. thru Sat.
noon - SPM Sunday

HALLOWEEN PARTY
SATURDAY OCTOBER 30th
CASH PRIZES FOR BEST COSTUME

LIVE MUSIC
DOOR PRIZES

THE

~~~
.. _.....

•
DANClNG
• SPECIAL DRINKS

421 N. Pearl

925-3159

$10 OFF
PERM AND CUT
Not valid with any other offer. Expires 11/4/93.

PERM FOR
A CHANGE

Presented By:
CWU Recreation Departni~nt

WEDNESDAY, NOV. 3rd

McConnell Auditorium 7:30 p.m.
Free Early Season Lift Coupon with Admission.
Prize Drawing during Intermission.

Students: $5.00 General Admissions: $5.50
On sale in the SUB Information Booth

Monday : Student Day
Open Saturdays &evenings
Mon. - Fri.
9 am· 7 pm

Bored with your hair style?
Want a change?
Why not soft waves?
Or bouncing body?
Razor straight to oodles of
conditioned curls?
Lots of .options ....
A Matrix Essentials Perm c~n
make the difference. A whole
new look-- a new you.
Consult with our stylists for
the perm that fits your hair
type, texture, and up-dated
style.

.wmatrix®
fessENTIALS

The History of the Otibaim
Oassic Visa card and the Age of Credit

Card Security. In the 67th yea; of the 20th Century A.D., Citibank introduced a credit
card aptly titled the Citibank Clas.5ic Visa® caret. Established on the premise that a credit card should
offer-24 hours a day--warm, personal service, the Citibank Classic Visa card marked the end of the· ·
Ice Age. And it ushered in a new era. ~ With the introduction of th~ first Photocard, the credit card
bearing one's own photo and signature on the front, it soon became
evident that Man was entering the Post Paleolithic Period. First;
Man was no longer looking like a Neanderthal, as one often does on
more primitive cards such as the Student ID. He or she could now
This tablet, dated 1358 B.C, was the first
known allempt to put one's photo on a credit
card-but not without drawbacks. Photography
had not yet been invented. It weighed over •50
pounds. And. it did not fit easily into a wallet.

choose his or her own photo. Second, by deterring other anthropoids
•
the Calid ' M an was helpmg
· t0 prevent C.iraud . Sure1y th·lS
irom usmg

C.

was a sign of advanced intelligence.

~

The subsequent rise of services was nothing less than an

American Revolution. So as you might expect, Citibank would be there for you, even if your card
was stolen, or perhaps · lost. The Lost Walletsm Service could have a new card in your hands
usually within 24 hours. (You can almost

h~ar

Monarch Notes® Versio"n:

Paul Revere crying, "The card is coming! The

With the Citibank Classic Visa carc:I,

card is coming!") il When the Great Student Depression came along, Citibank introduced

you can build a credit history before

New Deals-special student discounts and savings. Hence, today's student can enjoy a $20

you reach your middle ages. And,

Airfare Discount for domestic flights 1 ·(ushering in the Jet Age); savings on mail .order

receive special student discounts.

purchases, sports equipment, magazines and inusic; a low variable interest rate of 15.4%2; and,

Call today 1-800-CITIBANK.

no annual. fee. il Finally, comes the day you enter the Classical Age (i.e. when you charge

(1-800-248-4226), extension. i9.

your purchases on the Citibank Classic card). You receive Citibank Price Protection to assure
you of the best prices. Just see the same item advertised in print for less, within 60 days, and
Citibank will refund the difference up to $150~ You receive Buyers Securitysm, to cover
those purchases against accidental damage, fire or

th~ft,

for 90 days from

the date of purchase~ And Citibank Lifetime Warrantysm, to extend the
expected service life of eligible products up to 12 years~ Together they
give you complete coverage; and with everything else ... the Age of Credit
~~~:n%P~f:~~c "i;;:i:~,~

with its Lost Wallet Service, he
would not have been compelled to hold on so obsessively to
the wallet inside his jacket.

Card Security. ~ It's credit history in the making. With the help of Citibank's
•
•
services
and savmgs,
you earn some

purchase a car or even a

house.~

0f

· ls needed later ' on to
the eredent1a

So call to apply. Students don't need a job or a cosigner. Call,

also, if you'd like your photo added to your regular Citibank Classic Visa card. The number
is 1-800-CITIBANK (1-800-248-4226), extension 19.

~If

after reading this chapter describing the prosperous condi . .
tions set forth by a Citibank Classic Visa card, one feels that
he or she has left forever the Dark Ages and has entered upon
a new age, the Age of Enlightenment, then your time, as
they say, has come. Destiny is calling. And so should you.

Not just Visa. Citibank Visa.

'Offer expires 6/30/94. Minimum ticket purchase price is $100. Rebates are for Citibank student cardmembers on tickets issued by ISE Flights only. 'The Annual Percentage Rate for
purchases is 15.4% as of8/93 and may vary quarterly. The Annual Percentage Rate for cash advances is 19.8%. If a finance charge is imposed. the minimum is 50 cents. There is an additional
finance charge for each cash advance transaction equal to 2% of the amount of each cash advance transaction; however. it will not be less than $2.00 or greater than $10.00. 'Certain
conditions and exclusions apply. Please refer to your Summary of Additional Program Information. Buyers Security is underwritten by The Zurich International UK Limited. 'Certain
restrictions and limitations apply. Underwritten by the New Hampshire Insurance Company. Service life expectancy varies by product and is at least the minimum based on retail industry
data. Details of coverage are available in your Summary of Additional Program Information. Monarch® Notes are published by Monarch Press. a division of Simon & Schuster. a Paramount
Communications Company. Used by permission of the publisher. Citibank credit cards are issued by Citibank (South Dakota). N.A. © 1993 Citibank (South Dakota). N.A. Member FOi~.
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Tale of two cities: Poland wasn't same for teacher
by ~regg Roulst
Staff reporter

Six years ago, English department chair Dr. Frank Cioffi found
himself stashing artificial orangeflavored breakfast drinks and Pop
Tarts into a bag at the American
embassy in Poland, as if they were
a valuable commodity.
Then he'd take his purchases home
and share the wonders of a free
market society with his Polish
friends, making sure they put a lot
of butter on the tarts.
Cioffi was selected twice to teach
American literature at the University of Gdansk in northern Poland.
His first visit was from 1984 to
1987 before the fall of communism.
Theprofessornowswimsandjogs
in and around Nicholson Pavilion,
a far cry from his occasional morning rim on the sidewalks bordering
former Solidarity leader Lech
Walesa's home, which was near
Cioffi' s living quarters.
"You could always tell when
something was going on," Cioffi
said.
·
''There would be fancy black
Volvos in the driveway and bodyguards everywhere."
Polish secret police searched and
read Cioffi's mail and constantly
stopped him to search his car.
When he wanted to leave the country, Cioffi had to have the pennissionoftheCommunistgovernment,
and was interrogated by military
officials.
''Nothing physical ever happened
to me, just verbal intimidation." he
said.

"I had to send and receive all my
mail from diplomatic pouches (at
the embassy), or else the police
would search my mail.
"It's not as though I was doing
anything terribly subversive. It was
because I was a foreigner teaching
in a communist country."
Because of the shortage of English teachers there, only those students ranked highest academically
were given the opportunity to attend his classes, which were a hot
commodity.
Cioffi lectured a class of 150 students, while 450 other applicants
were turned away.
The English professor said living
conditionswerebad;shoppingtook
at least fouror five hours each day.
Everything was in short supply
and rationed with coupons, often
forcing him to wait in lines that
were 500 yards long, he said.
Luckily, the Cioffis had the privilege of shopping in the American
embassy, which he remembers as
"a special place."
They purchased chocolate there,
whichwasusuallyonlysoldtochildren and pregnant women.
They also avoided the five-roll--.,per-personrestrictiononPolishtoilet paper, which Cioffi said is
equivalent to the paper towels in
Central's campus restrooms.
Cioffi has been with Central's
English department for the past six
years as a professor of English and
teacher of American literature.
His first teaching experience in
Poland was part of the Fulbright
foundation's grant, created to promote American literature arourid
the world.

Mike Spence/The Observer

Chair of the English depanment, Dr. Frank Cloffi, congregates with his English 515 seminar students.
Cioffi's second visit was in 1990
to post-communist Poland, where
he found few remnants of the country he had painstakingly grown to
know during his first stay.
After the fall of communism,
Cioffi said, Poland experienced advantages as well as growing pains.
There were more commercial
goods available such as VCRs, televisions and personal computers.
Then he saw the rise of the black
market system, which citizens used

nearly every day, even for buying
simple things like gasoline or exchanging currency.
''The black market began to flourish. My wife and I had our home
burglarized, and that had never happened before," he said.
The couple felt nervous, especially
after the robbery, in their isolated
apartment located in a university
building's classroom, he said.
Soon after the burglary, Cioffi
awoke to a rattling door window at

5 a.m., and punched his hand
through the glass to frighten away
what he suspected to be another
prowler.
It was only a janitor, and Cioffi
ended up in the hospital for his cuts.
The incident summarized his feelings of vulnerability in the changed
country.
."After communism, the standard
of living seemed to have changed
for the Polish people.
"Everyone worked longer hours,
and socialized less so they could
buy more stuff," said Cioffi.
"It's not as though I liked communism-I didn't.
"Poland began experiencing some
of the problems that were only associated with capitalism, such as
the increase in crime.
"Sometimes, people had to break
the laws just to live every day," he
said.
Cioffi' s wife, Kathleen Cioffi, is a
speech communication instructor
at Central.
She is working on her master's
degree in theatre education from
New York University.
She is specializing in Polish alternative theatre, and has written a
450-page manuscript.
Cioffi has a twin brother, Grant,
who is an associate professor of
reading education at the University
of New Hampshire.
From 1980 to 1984, Cioffi was an
assistant professor of English at
Eastern New Mexico University in
Portales, N .M..
From 1978 to 1980, Cioffi was
involved with prison education as
an extension oflndiana University
in Bloomington, Ind.
·

19 Halloween status quo no longer includes turnips, kale ~
by Kristy Ojala
Scene editor
(Information derived from "Halloween," by Lillie Patterson)

Rememberyourroots,somesay.
Applying this cliche to Halloween
requires one to explore the history
behind the holiday.
It may be a good idea, then. to
learn why Oct. 31 traditionally entails shoveling out smelly pumpkin
innards, face-painting and begging
strangers for junk food. Well, it all
started a dark and scary night, long,
long ago ...
Sort of. Halloween first began in
the B.C. years, when Celts lived in
Great Britain and northern France.
They worshiped nature, as well as
its spirits and gods.
The Celtic favorite was the sun
god, who seemed defeated each
year by the evil powers of cold and
darkness-around Nov. 1. They
didn't understand science or the
earth's rotation.
Instead, they decided the evil god
attacked the sun god at the end of
each harvest season, holding him
captive for six months until the
following spring.
Winter was known as the season
of death, ruled by Samhain, Lord of
the Dead. They believed Samhain
called together all dead people on
Oct. 31, telling them what form to
take.

The bad spirits took tpe fonn of
animals, and extremely wicked spirits were cats. The Nov. 1 festival
honored the sun god and Samhain.
Druids, who were Celtic priests
and teachers, led the ceremonies.
They built fires on hilltops in order
to scare the evil spirits, as well as to
help the sun god prepare for his
fight.
Crops and animals were thrown
into the fire, and at midnight the
Druids danced to honor Samhain
and his season of darkness.
The people paraded about for
three days in costumes, feasting and pretending to be
happy to please the Lord of
Darkness.
The Romans had their
own Halloween traditions,
which included worshipping the Apple Queen on
Nov. 1. When the Romans
ruled Britain until 400 A.D.,
they mixed their customs with
those of the Druids.
Halloween derived its name in
835 A.D. when the Roman Catholic Church made Nov. 1 a holiday.
The holy day was known as All
Saints' Day, and Nov. 2 was All
Souls' Day, honoring all dead
people.
Food was set out for the dead,
and bonfires lit for their ascent to
heaven. People in parades dressed
as angels and devils.

went to sleep in order to avoid
seeing the arriving spirits.
.
Mexico still honors the Day of
the Dead, an important national
holiday. Children eat candy skulls
and coffins, all in good cheer, as
picnic parties visit graves and honor
the dead.
Halloween came to America with
religious English citizens. They
believed in witches, and feared Oct.
31 to be the Devil's day.
Native Americans enforced the
colonists' belief in witchcraft, and
blackmagicfromAfricaalsofrightened them.
When the Irish came to America,
the holiday became more lighthearted. The immigrants had colorful costumes, merry pranks, and
introduced pumpkins-instead of
the more inconvenient turnip-as
jack-o' -lanterns.
Early settlers would arise Nov. 1
·, .. ·:<,~(}? tel!ing fann families the
,... ..::?"
Druid god Muck Olla would to find their property damaged,
. ,( :./ ' ·
be kind to them if they donated wagons on barn roofs and soap on
the windows. They blamed it on
::::::::,;:.,:,:::;;;;.~.,,.,'<':=:::/:=f ...:=·
food.
ii/tti~;:;;;;........
Trick-or-treating also got its roots goblins, but later discovered if they
on All Souls' Day in England, when gave children sweet treats on Halyear as
the seasons changed. One was Apr. the poor went "a-souling" for spe- loween, there would be less damage the next morning.
30, the eve before May Day. The cial sweets left out on porches.
Strangely, America is the main
Later,
pride
prevented
most
second was Witches' Night, Oct.
country
working to keep Hallowadults
from
begging,
so
children
31.
een an important celebration in
People wore costumes at early took it over as a game.
In France, a man went through- modem times. It is not widely honcelebrations to convince evil spirout
the streets just before midnight ored in the countries where it beits they were one of them. They
also gathered in groups out of fear. Oct. 31, ringing a bell and shouting gan, including England, Ireland and
The Celts carried lights, which at dwellers to go inside. Everyone Scotland.

It was here that Christian and
Druid/Roman customs mixed, creating Oct. 31 as All Hollow Even, a
time of magic.
The name was then shortened to
Halloween, and the day became
merrier as people learned more
about science than superstition.
Some legends still remained.
Witches
were believed
to hold important
meetings
twice a

were lanterns carved out of turnips,
if they went out on Oct. 31. Soon
children carved grinning faces on
the vegetables, calling them "bogies" or "jack-o' -lanterns."
Jack was said to be a mean, tricky
man who was too cruel to go to
heaven when he died. The Devil
threw Jack a burning piece of coal,
telling him to put it in the turnip he
was devouring. It was the only light
Jack had to guide him in his eternal
search for a home.
Some villagers left cabbage heads
and stalks of kale on the porch
to symbolize a fruitful har-

.:ij[l!{l~ :jli.Jjl! jl! ij \l~l ~+$~:>:·: : : : ': =: : : ':.!:,~::::~1t~v~~~~;;
.
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Professor joins other educators in effort to instill ethics in Russian classrooms
by Nathaniel Romanelli
Staff reporter

The Russian Ministry of Education sought help in teaching morality and ethics, Elliott said. The
He was one in a team of 66 West- government agreed upon a Bibleem educators allowed to travel to based curriculum, a J udeo-ChrisRussia and instill morality to the tian-based course stressing biblical
people during a period of great in- values.
temal change.
"We're trying to impact future
Lt. Col. Gary W. Elliott, profes. - generations to build a sound socisor of aerospace studies and an Air ety [in Russia]," Elliott said.
Force ROTC instructor, traveled to
The Central professor said five
Russia this August to help prepare tons of literature were imported
a curriculum of ethics for class- from America to assist the Russian
rooms.
teachers with the learning process.
Elliott's trip was sponsored by
Elliott said the experience gained
International School Projects, fromhistimeinRussiawillbeused
which is affiliated with Campus in his classroom.
Crusade for Christ.
"I think I can apply the experience
"There weren't any denomina- from Russia to American defense
tion requirements," said Elliot. and foreign policy.''
People with different religious
Elliott's group left Ellensburg
backgrounds made the trip with Aug. 11, after "polite conversahim.
ti on" lessons from Dinara

-'I'-a-lkpapetSCISSORS
by Kristy Ojala

Greetings, Halloween hoodlums. Does it
seem bothersome that
Homecoming, trick-ortreating and studying for midterms
all seem to fall on the same weekend? No. Inconvenient is eating
breakfast cereal with water, because
there's no milk, or driving to Seattle for the concert of a lifetime,
only to discover you've forgotten
your tickets back in E-burg. Now
that's inconvenient. Wearing orange and black is not.
Now, let's clear up some misconceptipns:
-../ The Whistle Pigs are NOT
funny. They are a reggae band
that does original music, and they
performed Monday in the SUB, so
you missed it for now. The name's
just so dam misleading.
-../Mud honey has abandoned the
notion of a SUBshow in November to open for some Seattle band
or other on tour.
I think they'll play before some
new band called Piranha? My
mama? Nah, just joshing.
Nirvana. .. and/or Pearl Jam.
I hear they may still slink through
here next quarter. "Here we are
now, entertain us."
-../Black Happy is definitely playing at Adeline's tonight, and you
can win one of five pairs o' tickies
to go see them if you ring KCAT
(91.5 FM) at just the right moment.
Punch in 963-2311 and see what
happens. So there; I got one thing
right.

Weekend happenings:
-../ If you missed her the last few
years, come listen to Aquilla lecture on "Witchcraft: Magic, Tools
and Ritual" in the SUB Pit at noon
today, or at 7:30 p.m. in CarmodyMunro Hall's lounge.
It -wouldn't be appropo to wear
your fifth grade witch costume to
this.
-../Uh-oh. Music people get silly,
carry instruments, run around Hertz
in costume, then invite others to
witness it all for $2.
Comedy Night, presented by
the Music Educators National Conference, is a "montage of musical
mutilation" on Friday at 7 p.m.
Dress up!
.../ All kinds of Homecoming
hodgepodge on Saturday, listed in
the news section. You'll find out
about the rest of the festivities on
your own.
.../ Might as well leave out the
costume from Friday night, because
the homecoming dance on Saturday is a midnight masquerade. Pictures of the whole incident will be
taken for a fee.
Cost is $5 per people, and picture taking starts at 8 p.m. The
dance is from 9 p.m.-1 a.m., waaay
past your bedtime.

Georgeoliani, a visiting professor
of Russian, and returned Aug. 30.
In Russia, they took charter planes
to Krasnoyarsk (in southwest Siberia) and Norilsk (200 miles above
the Arctic Circle).
A Russian technical crew, which
handled the sound set-up and interpreting for the classes, joined thew ..
Elliott said 250 Russian teachers
participated in Krasnoyarsk, and
400 in Norilsk. - These teachers
were from local schools of all levels, and spent the summer learning
Western teaching techniques.
"We were really encouraged that
the Russian teachers felt this was
important enough to take their vacation time to attend," Elliott said.
Elliott noticed there were very
few male teachers, since most
women in Russia work outside
home to support their families.

home to support their families.
"Conditions were not as extreme
as I had expected,"· Elliott said.
He did not see many remains of
communism.except for several statues of Lenin in masonry.
Elliott said there were no limits
placed by the Soviet government
on his travel through Russia.
''The only limit was that we were
so busy [with our work]."
Elliott said some of his experiences were meeting with members

NOVEMBER SPECIAL

FREE:

of the Russian military,includinga
former· Special Forces lieutenant
who was serving as a translator.
Elliott said he would like someday to return to Russia to continue
teaching.
Elliott began teaching at Central
last year, after serving as a staff
officer at NATO's Southern headquarters in Naples, Italy. Hechose
Central to be transferred to because
his family lives in western Washington, he said.

AUSTIN'S EATS
contemporary cuisine

serving an eclectic menu of healthy
international foods
presents the

Wednesday Night Coffeehouse

1 pair Wi~kies
1 oz. tanning accelerator

live acoustic music, theater and storytelling

with purchase of 20 tans at $45

.

Expires 11/13/93

~Y 1AN420925-7726
N. Pine
incorporated

p RI :\'CI PL ES of S 0 L' ~ D

RETIRE,\\ E :'\ T I :'\ \'EST I :'\ G

UNFORTUNATE~

TlilS IS WHERE
PEOPLE ARE PUTTING
TOO MANY RETIREMENT DOLLARS.

E

very year, a lot of people make a
huge mistake on their taxes. They
don't take advantage of tax deferral and
wind up s nding Uncle Sam money they
could be saving for retirement.
Fortunately, that's a mistake you can
easily avoid with TIAA-CREF SRAs.
SRAs not only ease your current taxbite, they offer a remarkably easy way
to build retirement income-especially
for the "extras" that your regular pension
and Social Security benefits may not
cover. Because your contributions are
made in before-tax dollars, you pay less
taxes now. And since all earnings on
your SRA are tax-deferred as well, the

money you don't send to Washington
works even harder for you. Down the
road, that can make a dramatic difference
in your quality of life.
What else makes SRAs so ~pecial? '
A range of allocation choices-from the
guaranteed security of TIAA to the
diversified.investment accounts of
CREF's variable annuity-all backed
by the nation's number one retirement
system .
Why write off the chance for a more
rewarding retirement? Call today and
learn more about how TIAA-CREF
SRAs can help you e_njoy many
happy returns.

Benefit nmP .from ttue de.fenwl. Call our SRA hotline 1 800-842-2733, at. 8016.

75 years of ensuring the future
for those who shape it:'

I,.)

.F

CREF artifu:ata a" Ji.rtributttl by TIAA-CREF lm1i1•1ilua/ am) /11stitutu1111il Strvirt.r. far n11w cPmpktt i1~/i1rnrati1111, i11rlu1Ji11.I/ cbar_qu 111ul t·'I""""'·
·
call/ 800-842-271], t.-r:t. 80/6ft1r a prQ~ptclUJ. Rtad tht pr11sptcfu.r cartfully btf"" ytiu i111'tJf 11r srm) n1111uy.
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Celebrate Homecoming Weekend Safely With ...

AUTO BODY
* Free Es ti mates
* Expert Color Matching

* Complete Paint Jobs
* Unibody & Frame Work
* Insurance Work

641 Cascade Wa ·

rJJ~

925-5680j

rJJO!l\l.9!. CRILrJJ~'FSS

\.!.-~
(4~

'-' -2J

,,..,__~

• Centerline Gym Equipment
• Sports Training
• Bodybuilding & Weight Training
• Circuit Training
·.Aerobic Conditioning Clas?es
. • Step Reebok
~
• Wolff Tanning System
•Saunas ·

'l(!Pil'I'f4S 'll.9LL£'E'Y
CJ{J9?JY1!'.F$CTIC
502 ~ 9(<LJ'B'Y
'E££'E~'B'l12{fj,

'WJl. 98926

(509) 962-9796

-'•4.. BE ADESIGNATED DRIVER. THE ONE FOR THE ROAD
. •.

Locate/: 1 6Coc~9{prtli ofSafeway
6etween tfie Copy Sliop ani 'Western Jlrt Jfssociation

Washington Traffic Safety Commission and the Alliance for Safe and Sober Driving.

Colt~h

'1V14t '>ll~
~~,,,
.

. ·'-''Qs

Street Grocery-Deli
. Milk- Bread - Cereal

Pizza

Pop - Juice - Waters

Burgers

B-eer - ·Wine - Mixers

Soups

Produce - Frozen Foods

STUFF!!

Salads
Sandwiche-s
Baked Spuds

5,000 Square Feet to Serve You Bestl

962-3949
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SPORTS.
Wildcats edged by Vikings in 5
Supreme hitting, passing play
not enough for Central in loss
em fought back to tie it at 14.
Western took the next two games
Staff reporter
by 15-10 scores. The Wildcats then
Five proved to be unlucky for the forced a fifth game with a convincCentral women's volleyball team ing 15-8 win.
Pearson complimented the team's
as they lost to Western on Saturability to come from behind its opday.
The Wildcats were edged out by ponent.
"That's been our trademark all
the Vikings 14-16, 15-10, 15-10,
8-15 and 15-9 in the NAIA Dis- year. We'velearned to come back,"
trict I match at Nicholson Pavil-· Pearson said.
"This isn't a team that will ever
ion.
quit."
The Wildcats, who were coming
Pearson was pleased with several
off of a five-game victory against
Seattle Pacific University, had to aspects of the game, especially the
win the final two games to win the hitting and the blocking.
match.
In the fifth and deciding game,
Western ran off four straight points,
breaking a 4-4 tie. After a service
winner by Angie Mellema, the
Vikings ran off another five points
to take a commanding 13-5 lead.
Despite valiant efforts by Central and several diving digs by
Jennifer Godinho on the last point,
Western held off the Wildcats.
Coach John Pearson
"We played very tough, we just
had spurts where we didn't play as
well as we wanted," head coach
"We blocked very well tonight, he
John Pearson said.
usual and sometimes our passing
"Western played very tough. was pretty good but our hitting and
They played very well against us," our defense took the place of it."
Pearson said.
Pearson singled out the· play of
The Wildcats dug themselves out several Wildcats in the match.
of a huge hole to win the first
"Jody White played very well for
game. W estem bolted out to a 7-0 us. I thoughtChrisLeideckerplayed
lead before Central came back.
well and Jill Taylor plays well every
Senior Chris Leidecker served night," Pearson said.
an ace to knot the score at 7. CenSenior Connie Petersen led the
tralledatonepoint 13-7, but West- Wildcats with 18kills. Whiteadded

by Paul Williams

''

We've learned to
come back.· This
isn't a team that
will ever quit.

Dave Fiske/The Observer

Offensive hitter Connie Petersen goes for the kill during a home match for the Wildcats
last week. Petersen, a senior from Sumner, leads the team with 26 service aces.
17, and Godinho and Taylor had 16
and 15 kills respectively.
Leidecker had 53 assists for Central.
Tomorrow the Wildcats will host
St. Martins and Saturday will travel
to Burnaby, British Columbia, to
face Simon Fraser.
The Wildcats close out the season
with matchesonNov.2and4,against
Whitworth and Puget Sound.
Three of their remaining four

matches are District I contests at
WILDCAT NOTES: Two wins
Nicholson Pavilion.
in their final three District I matches
The stretch drive of the seasol) would assure the Wildcats of a playwillhopefullynetafavorableplay- off berth.
On the season, Leidecker is averoff seeding for the Wildcats.
"We're probably in the playoffs, aging 8.8 assists per game. She also
but we are struggling 'for'a certain . has a .273 kill percentage witff)08
position. We would like to get the in 304 attempts and just 25 errors.
third or fourth seed," Pearson said.
Taylor is the leader in kills with
"We won't have much chance 211 and kill percentage (.296). She
also leads in solo blocks with 51 and
for first or second right now."
District playoffs begin Nov. 12. blocking assists with 50.

Men's
team
rallies
over
PLU
Erik Hildebrand's goal keeps Wildcats alive in playoff hunt
by Rick Vogler

played very well during the first
A win would advance the WildStaff reporter
70 minutes."
cats to thechampionship gameNov.
Hildebrand and Rein still lead 6 at either Seattle or Whitworth.
Central men's soccer team evened
its division record at 2-2 and re- the team in scoring with 10 goals
In conference scoring statistics,
mained alive for the district play- apiece.
Rein ranks fifth with 24 points.
offs by defeating Pacific Lutheran
Central plays against the UniNAIA DISTRICT I STANDINGS
2-1 Saturday.
versity of Puget Sound this SaturErik Hildebrand booted in the day for its last regular-season
Northern Division
winning goal with 10 minutes left game.
WL T
w LT
Since the Wildcats' loss to
in the second overtime period. Jeff
•simon Fraser 2 1 0
8 5 1
·Whitman on Oct. 20, Sambrano
Varden assisted on the play.
*Seattle
2 1 0
8 6 3
Casey Rein scored Central' s first has changed the team lineup with · Puget Sound
1 2 0
5 9 1
Weste'rn
1 2 0
3 10 1
goal to tie the match 1-1 with three a new keeper and a new formaminutes left in regulation. The as- tion.
He said he is planning to stick
sist was from Matt Morton.
Southern Division
WLT
W LT
Tony Graff, a freshman from with the new lineup against Puget
·whitworth
3 o o
14 1 1
Redmond, made five saves as goal- Sound and through the playoffs,
Central
2 2 0
8 7 1
keeper to lower his goals-against should Central make it.
Pacific Lutheran 1 J O
5 8 3
average to 1.13. He has given up ' WILDCAT NOTES: If CenEvergreen State 1 1 0
5 9 1
3 11 0
Whitman
1 3 0
six goals in 480 minutes.
tral qualifies for the playoffs, it
"We played really well in over- will play at Simon Fraser in the The top two teams in each division
qualify for District I playoffs.
time," Wildcat coach Greg semifinals on Nov. 3. Whitworth
*Clinched playoff berth.
Sambrano said. "Neither team will host Seattle University.

Central to ·i nduct 5 into Hall-of-Fame
Dave Fiske/The Observer

Jody White (center} leaps for a kill attempt set up by Chris
Leidecker (left). In three matches last week White, a
sophomore from Kent, tallied 31 kills. Leidecker, a senior
from Nooksack Valley, had 107 assists, including 53 in
Saturday's five-game loss to Western. The Wildcats play
two District I matches this weekend -- tomorrow they host
St. Martin's, Saturday they compete at Simon Fraser.

Five former Central athletes will Central's 1942 championship
be inducted into the school's Ath- team.
letic Hall-of-Fame Saturday, bring- - They also competed in basketing membership into the Hall to 67. ball and Kuchera was also a trackThe new inductees include Steve and-field star.
Hertling, Jim Boora. Don Harney,
Normile competed in football
Mike Kuchera and Ray Normile.
and basketball in the mid-'30s at
Hertling and Boora earned All- Central and went on to have a
American honors in football and great high school coaching catrack-and-field respectively in the reer, mostly at Queen Anne High
1960s.
·
School in Seattle.
Harney and Kuchera were
The induction ceremonies are
standout football players on · part of Central's Homecoming
.a.

Weekend.
They have been scheduled for the
Sue Lombard _Dining Hall.
A social hour has been set for 5 :30
p.m.with the banquet beginning at
6:30p.m.
Earlier in the day, Central will
take on the University of Puget
Sound in its Homecoming football
gaine at Tomlinson Stadium.
Tickets for the banquet are $15
and are available through the
Alumni office at Barge Hall.
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'Cats win 13th straight
over Whitworth,·54-21
by Dan Lang
Staff reporter

n e w

CHOICE
/or
STATE EMPLOYEES
Now when it's time to choose a health care plan,
you c.a n choose a plan with the benefits you
want and the flexibility and convenience
you need. Choose MSC and you'll
get a local company that's been
Eastern Washington's health care
coverage leader for more than
60 years. So what are you waiting
for? Choose the comp~y th~t
offers convenient claims, local
service and the choices and ·
benefits state employees
SERVING YOU FOR

60

are looking for - MSC!

YEARS
•l#'!*Wl#Li''

I

I

For information on MSC p/anJ
that can help you take charge of ·
your own health7 contact your
hroker or eall MSC al 925-6177.

~~~sc· Medi.cal

ITlr.

ll

~·

"01ue Shield PIM

Sennce
Corporation
of Eastern Washington

An lndepenoent M ember of the Blue Cross and Blue Shield Assoc1a11on

512 N. Pearl St. EUenJbu.rg, WA 98926 (509)925-6177
3· Aeq1stered Mark ol Med.cal Serv.ce Corooration o t Ea51ern WaSh1ng1on
~ Reg1s1&fed Marti of the Blue Cross ana Blue St-ie•CI Assoc1111-on

Extrava-Ski-Ganza
\Vednesday, Nov. 3rd
10 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Samuelson Union Pit
Central \Vashington University

* Ski Video Presentation "Soul Sessions" in the
Pit at NOON.
* Ski Representatives and vendors from throughout the Pacific Northwest.
* Free to Ellensburg and Campus Commu~ties

Central' s football team spoiled
Whitworth's attempt to break its
12-game losing streak to the Wildcats as Central pummelled the Pirates 54-21 Saturday.
The Wildcats were like a welloiled and tuned piece of machinery
as the offense and defense came
together to put some yardage and
points in the record books.
Central' s offense reached the 500yard mark for the third time this
season.
The defense scored eight points
on its own, in addition to four interceptions, two by Montreaux Macon, against Whitworth.
Macon has picked off two passes
in a single game twice and now has
five interceptions for the season.
The offense and defense contributed to Central' s 30-8 halftime lead.
Offensively,quarterbackJonKitna
threw for three touchdowns and
Tom Craven scored on a 1-yard
run.
The defense was credited for a
safety as Whitworth's quarterback
Danny Figueira slipped on the wet
grass in the end zone early in the
first quarter.
Whitworth pulled within 12 points
in the third quarter when Figueira
connected with Jason Tobeck for a
9-yard touchdown pass that raiSed
the score to 33-21.
Central'sPatReddickreturned the
kickoff 63 yards and Kitna wrapped
up the drive with a 33-yard touchdown pass to Larry Bellinger.
The Wildcat defense put some
more points on the board as outside
linebacker B.J. Wilson deflected a

pass, letting defensive tackle Dave
Wedin catch it and score from
eight yards out, giving Central a
47-21 lead.
Backup quarterback Beau
Baldwin laterran in from five yards
to give the Wildcats the 54-21
victory.
"The offense played well. They
scored almost every time they had
the ball and they only fumbled
once," said team captain Shane
Wyrsch.
"Defensively, the front six played
well, but the secondary struggled
a little," Wyrsch said.
"We need to work on covering
the pass."
The Wildcats gave up 432 yards
on defense. Figueira passed for
339 of those yards.
Wildcat running back Marc Jones
gained 105 yards for his sixth consecutive 100-plus yard game.
Jones is now one game shy of
tying the school's record for consecutive 100-yard rushing games.
The record is six, currently shared
by Pat Patterson in 1989 and Corky
Bridges in 1958.
Jones may tie the record during
· Saturday's homecoming game
against the University of Puget
Sound.
The Wildcats will be trying to
improve theirrecord to 6-1 as they
kickoff at 1:30p.m. at Tomlinson
Stadium.
WILDCAT NOTES: Central (51, 1-1) moved up from 10th to
sixth in this week's NAIA poll.
Western (No. 12) is the only
ranked team left in the Wildcats'
regular season schedule.
Central hosts Western Nov. 13 in
the final game of the season.
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This is Real!
The New Air Force ROTC
GUARANTEED Scholarship

to cash:
.
•Any Academic Major with a Minimum 2.5 GPA
• Must pass a Physical Examination and Air Force Qualifying
Test
·
·
·AGE: Max of 25 upon commissioning (June 30, 1996)
(Waiver up to four years for prior military service)
• Guaranteed employment as an Air Force Officer at $24,000
per year, $40,000+ by fourth year
·Contact Air Force ROTC -- Peterson Hall, Rm. 203 or call
Capt. Butler at (509) 963-2314. Deadline: 1 Feb 1994

Sponsored by University Recreation & Tent-N-Tube

Ski and Equipment Swap
November 3rd-5th
in the
Tent-N-Tube
CWU, Samuelson Union Building
11 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Equipment can be registered to be sold in
the Tent-N-Tube Nov. 1st & 2nd. A 10°/o
commission will be taken on all items sold.
Sponsored by University Recreation & Tent-N-Tube

ilmour

Robbe looks at the
whole picture, he
understands there is a
cause and effect from
the decisions made.
Robbe Gilmour

City Council
·

position 2

Let Mr. G work for YOU
Paid for by the committee to elect Robbe
Gilmour, Louise Danton, Chairman,
2306 Brick Road , Ellensburg Wa 98926
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Skiing, winter sports
.festivities coming to
Central Wednesday
by Jason Goldner
filmsformorethan40years,trav_S_po_rt_s_e_d_ito_r_ _ _ _ _ _ -· 1•eled to several of the nation's top
Grab your skis and gear up for
ski areas such as Steamboat
ski season.
Springs, Col., and Mt. Bachelor,
University Recreation has schedOre., in "Black Diamond Rush."
uled a mountain of activities for
Miller's 44th feature also takes
powder hounds Wed. Nov.3.
the viewei:s to foreign country
University Recre!tion and Tentresorts such as Chile and France.
N-Tube will present an action ski
"Black Diamond Rush" features
videocalled"SoulSessions"inthe
the music of several I.R.S.
Pit at noon.
Records recording artists such as
Ski vendors and representatives
General Public, The Alarm,
will be in the Samuelson Union
Middleman, and The Point.
Building from 10 am.-2 p.m.
Tickets are now on sale at the
University Recreation will also
SUB Information Booth, $5 for
be giving away various prizes instudents, $5.50 for general adcluding ski equipment from Mounmission.
tain High Sports, posters of this
Audience members receive a
year's show, last year's Warren
copyofMiller'sSkiWor/dmagaMiller film, "Extreme Skiing" arid
zine.
a chance to win a ski trip to one.of
Each magazine contains a couthe filming spots of Miller's next
pon for an early-season lift ticket
movie.
at Mt Hood Meadows.
There will also be a ski and equipment swap beginning Nov. 3 and
going through Friday,Nov. 5, from
11 am.-5 p.m. in the Tent-N-Tube.
Those wanting to sell equipment
canregisterintheTent-N-Tubeon
Nov.1 and2.
A 10 percent commission will be
taken on all items sold.
University Recreation will show
Miller's latest film "Black Diamond Rush" in which Miller wrote
and narrated, Wednesday at 7:30
p.m. in McConnell Auditorium.
This will be the Northwest premiere showing of Miller's film,'
which will be shown in Yakima
and other cities after Central.
Miller, who has been making ski
Open Mon. - Sat. 9 to 8, Sun. 1 to 4

Photo by Max Bervy

The half-pipe action at the Butterfinger World Snowboard Finals In Breckenridge, Col., Is
one of three events Warren Miiier Entertainment camera crews filmed for a sequence in
Miiier's latest movie, "Black Diamond Rush." The University Recreation Depanment wlll
present "Black Diamond Rush" Wednesday, Nov. 3 at 7:30 p.m. In McConnell Auditorium.

PERFORMANCE
Discover A New You Naturally With

·o xyEssence!.
·For Athletes & Sports Enthusiasts

Saturday

Oct. 30th

Costumed open mic.
8:00PM

Increase & Enhance:
* Energy & Health
*Performance
*Endurance

~LIF'Wfttl~s
~fi>Oc51'ci>re & cC!fe

YES!!
CHALK
AND
SWEATING
ARE
ALLOWED.

200 E. 4th, 962-2375

$3Q

plustax

for one month's supply

•
•
•
•

Increase Energy Levels
Increase Cellular Oxygenation
lr11>rove lrTVl'lune Strenght, Metabolism, & Circulatio
Promote Rapid Healing of Wounds, Sores, Burns,
Hives. Bites
Neutralize Free Radicals & Oe-Toxify
Destroy Harmful Bacteria, Fungus, Viruses, Yeast,
Parasites
Enhance Nutritionaj Assimilation, Food Preparation,
& Preservation

Contact 925-1988

-y---<>-. ••<> d y

TliE

ATTENTION!!

If you've already joined
another gym
and would
like to
relocate:
Contact us
ASAP!

208 'W". 5TH (ACROSS FROM: COURTHOUSE )

962-6200
"FIRST VISIT ALWAYS FREE"
Lowest Price "Members Only" Pro Shop in Ellensburg
Leather Padded Weight Belt
$20.00
Leather/Spandex Gloves
$10.00
Tanks and Tees
$8.50
**All prices include tax

Bring Your Own Workout Music!!
We Will Be Pro-rating for December!
•6000 Square ~eet •Extra Large S~parate Aero~ics FlC?or •Total Weight Tr~ning & Exercise Programs •Step & Floor Aerobic Classes
•Free Weights, Select~r Machines & Aerobic Eqmpment •More Olympic Benches, Dumbbells, Barbells, & Free Weights than
·
Any Gym m the County •Second Story Gym with Many Windows for a Great View & Lots of Fresh Air
•Membership Fee: $16.50 per Month (Tax Included) Plus $2:50 One Time Photo I.D. Fee
"At tlus price, you can't afford NOT to take care of your body"

(
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estern Invite rains hard on 'Cats; district meet next Central rugby
by Jason Goldner
Sports editor
Eric Tollefson and Doreen
LeVander captured the top finishes for Central's men's and
women's cross country meet Saturday at the Western Invitational.
Tollefson, a junior from Tacoma.
finished 13th overall (sixth in the
NAIA) in the men's 8-kilometer
race with a time of 27 minutes, 34
seconds and Brent Hooper took
31st place in 28:07.
Joseph Kilbur from Simon Fraser
took first place overall and the

first-place Clansmen placed four knew we were going into a meet in
which it's hard to score a lot of
of their runners in the top eleven.
The Central men placed 11th at points.
the meet with 308 points.
"Eric (Tollefson) ran well in spite
LeVander returned from a hip in- of the mud and bad weather condijury and finished 38th in 20:37 in tions," Arlt said. "Doreen
the women's 5-kilometer race.
(LeVander) also improved in the
The Wildcat women finished 12th women's race."
overall at the meet with 367 points - The cross country team's next race
while the University of Washing- will be one week from Saturday at
ton placed first with 58.
the district meet in Tacoma.
Arlt said he is taking this week to
Coach Spike Arlt said he expected
a tough competition for both teams. work with the team in preparation
"It was a national caliber-type for the competition.
"We're beginning to taperoffthis
meet with there being about 200
schools .competing," he said. "I week and we'll also run the 5-K

during homecoming weekend," he
said.
Arlt also said last week's compe:.
tition will be an important factor
in preparing Central' s teams for
the district meet.
"There will be eight schools competing at the district," Arlt said..
"This last meet is helping us learn
to compete in bigger environments."
WILDCAT NOTES: The top
two men's and women's teams,
plus the top five individuals not
on the first-place team, qualify for
the NAIA nationals on Nov. 20.

Celebrate with Domino's, the Official Pizza of Halloween, .
and you'll have a houseful of. happy ghosts and goblins.
Just be sure to order enough ... they'll really wolf it
down, and you don't want anybody leaving hungry!

I
I
I
I
I
I
II

$300 OFF

ANY LARGE PIZZA•

$200 OFF

ANY MEDIUM PIZZA

$100 OFF

ANY SMALL PIZZA

• EXCEPT THE OOMINATO~

•

expires 12-24-93

Ill

Vahrl at part1c1pating stores only Not valid with any other offer
Prices may vary Customer pay~ sales lil>< where applicable.
Oehvery areas hm1ted to ensure safe dnving Our dnvers cany less
than $20 00 Cash value ho e Our dnvers are not penalized for late
,' dehvenes ©1992 Domino s Pizza . Inc

----------,

I!!

•

. .

I ..I
I
I
I

1
II

. 6" Philly Cheese
Steak
,
or Zesty Meatball Sub
1 Bag _of Chips
• 1 can of Coca-Cola
Or D iet Coke

.•

ell
•
•

I!!

•

·

Ellensburg

915 6941
•

8th & Anderson

Limited delivery area.

s2299

I
II

$5.QQplus tax

·

I
I
J

PARTY SPECIAL
3Large1-Topping
Pizzas &

I
I

expires 12-24-93

cl•••

Valid at part1c1pating stores only . No• '" ' " " " " ' " ' " ' " "
Pri c es may vary Customer p ays sal es tax where applicab le.
Delivery areas limited to ensure safe dnving. Our dnvers carry less
than $20.00. Cash value ho c Our dnvers are not penalized for late
, delivenes © 1992 Domino 's Pina. Inc

1 Gallon (2 - 2 qt. pkgs.)
of Sugar Sweetened .
KOOL~AID

I

I 1a111
.

J.

~

Expires 12-24 -93

•

by Mark Sarbach
Staff reporter
The closest game of the season
was at hand last Saturday and
Central's men's rugby club
knocked it on.
For those who don't know "rugbyspeak" that means they lost their
game against the Seattle Men's
Rugby club. •
The game got off to a fast start
with Seattle getting a line-out close
to their try zone about five minutes
into the first half .
Central lock Scott Pollock then
stole the tipped ball, and Pollock,
with the rest oflC entral' s forwards,
pushed in for the try. Team captain
Colby Hagen missed the conversion kick, however.
Seattle came back with a try before the second half ended, but
missed their conversion kick.
Central started to take advantage
of Seattle's young backs by stealing a scrum at mid-field. The backs
passed it through the line to wing
Isidro Caballero, who scored a try,
and left four Seattle players in the
dust. Hagen made the conversion
kick.
During halftime coach Brian Eglet
encouraged his team to kick more.
Seattle's backs were coming up to
the ball, leaving a large hole behind
them.
A small kick over their heads
would do the trick and give Central
the advantage.
Seattle started to come back in the
second half by scoring two more
times but missed both conversion
kicks. CoachEglet' sadvice on kicking worked well because Seattle's
backs started to stay back, giving
Central more room to run.
Central won a scrum 15 yards
outside Seattle's try and spun the
ball down the back line to outside
center Ed Scheidt, who scored the
try. Hagen made the conversion
kick and the score was 15-19.
But Seattle wasn't done yet.
The ball went back and forth between teams for the remainder of
the half. Finally Seattle's forwards
took the ball 20 yards outside
Central' s try zone, and began a
"rolling ruck."
This is when the forwards smuggle
the ball to each other without the
other team seeing it and move left
or right toward the zone.
Central did well against the rolling ruck at first but after four or
five minutes ofpushing, both teams
grew tired. Seattle managed to get
the ball in for the score, bUt missed
the conversion kick, ending the
game 20-19.
Even though they lost, Central' s
club was happy with their play.
Club president Allen Rooney said
it was "the best game we've played
this year."
Rooney also_said Central's team
"needs to work on setting up rocks
and mauls and endurance."
Pollock said the game was kept
close "by an act of God" because
Seattle didn't make any of their
conversion kicks.
Central's inside center Jason
Quillin said, "Our backs played
very well. Seattle's backs didn't
score on us."

I
I
·I
$ 7 .g g.plus
I Medium 2-Topping Pizza I
I Garden
PLUS your choice of
I
Fresh Salad or
I Domino's Twisty Bread.
1 ·11
I
I 1· 1
I

Vahd at part1c1pating sto·r.es only Not valid With any other olfer
Prices may vary Cu stomer p ays. sales ta x where applicable
Delivery areas hm1ted to ensure safe dnvong. Our drivers carry less
than $20.00 . Cash value t;>o c . Our dnvers are not penalized .tor late
deliveries ©1992 Domino s Pina. Inc.

•' .

club edged by
Seattle, 20-19

tax

1

a

Expires 12-24-93
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Seattle's players ranged from 18
to more than 40 years old, and most
ofthemhaveplayedforafewyears.
Central'srecordis2-2. Their next
two games are league games and
' the p1ayo ffs.
w1 count 1or

This week Central travels to Pullman to take on Washington State
University's rugby club, and the
following week they face Whitman
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1:For all the latest Wildcat :1

I: scores, call the Central :I
1: Sports Bureau Hotline. :1
1:• It's your Sportslpformation source.:I•
24-hours a d a ...4. .
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. .DR. MYRON UNDER
' DR. SANDY LINDER
962-2570 .
Linder Chiropractic Center

CLASSIFIEDS
~~ :1':~5J:~g~~~E~~:s;o~~!~r

fraternity, sorority & club. Plus $1000 for
yourself! And a FREE T-shirt just for
calling. 1.:S00-932-0528, ext. 75.

BEC. QME A

EARN UP TO $10/HOUR. Motivated
students needed for PIT marketing
positions at your school. Flexible hours.
Call TODAY! 1-800-950-1037 Ext.
3007.

QUALl·F IED
CARE GIVER

EARN CASH stuffing envelopes at
home. Send SASE to P.O. Box 395,
Olathe, KS 66051.

FOR THE

ALL ED. Majors! Be insured when you
student teach - Join SWEA. Call Dave,
925-2940.

PHYSICALLY CHALLENGED

CHRISTMAS AROUND THE WORLD!
Great hostess program. To order or
book a party: 968-4195.
MUSIC, CO'S, VCR Videos & Nintendo.
I buy, trade, sell. Call for info, Dale 9621880.
STUDY SPANISH any quarter in
Morella, Mexico. CWU and Centro
Mexicano International offer language
and culture classes. The cost is
approximately $2300 per quarter for
tuition, housing, meals and excursions.
Applications available now at the Office
of International Programs at 963-3612.

1011 N. Alder... next to cam us

Kittitas County Trading Co.
Indoor gun range
Gun rentals
Classes
Sporting Goods
Loans
103 N. Main 9 - 6 Mon to Fri Sat 3 - 5 925-1109

E

A NEW Program for Japanese language
study! The Offiee of International
Programs is taking applications for ·
study in Gurma Prefectural Women's
College. Students with two years
language and 2.75 GPA are invited to
come to the office (Naneum Building) for
more information.

Classes:

November 8, 1993 - November 19, .1993
Monday - Friday, 2:30 p.m. - ·11 :OO p.m.

CPR on Saturday, November 13, 1993
9:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.

STUDY ABROAD! in Avignon, France!
Accelerated language taught with
electives in French. Apply now for
Winter Quarter. Call Office of International Programs at 963-3612.

Hal Holmes Center
201 N. Ruby, Ellensburg

L

E

Cost $1'25* includes:

c

* Completely reimbursed if
hired by a medical facility
within 1 year of certification

T

ANNOUNCEMENT! APPLICATIONS
for the prestigious Japanese Ministry
(Monbusho) scholarship are available
now! Study at Shimane University. Call
Office of International Programs for
more information call 963-3612.

•State test
•State Registration
Books
• Medical Supplies
0

APPLICATIONS FOR exchange study
in Australia, China, Hungary, Japan
and Mexico due January 1, 1994. For
more information call 963-3612.

This program is supported by Kittitas Valley Home Health,
WHCC Gold Leaf and Royal Vista
-

TED GAROUTTE
~City Council Position #3
A Common Man For The f'eo¢e

~-------------------, 1

Call Will Swearingen ~r Barbara Wolf 925-4171

L._------------------~

~·Washington Health Care
!11111111~
Gold Leaf
• .,... _ _ .,.....

Center

· INTERNATIONAL STUDENT Exchange
Program (ISEP) applications are now in
. the Office of International Programs.
Plan ahead--they are due January 1,
1994.

1050 E. Mountain View Ave.• Ellensburg• 925-4171

Paid fa by the Committee To Elect Ted G.-outte
405 N. Main, Ellensbwg, WA 98926
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If You're Not Hooked Up With TeleMessaging,

You're Not Hooked In To College Life.

,::: "
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The quality, capabilities, and
convenience of TeleMessaging
make the ordinary answering
machine obsolete.
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· so you made it to Central. Now it's time to get hooked into what's
happening around you. By adding new TeleMessaging service to
your phone line, you get all the benefits of an ordinary answering
machine but there's no equipment to buy, no garbled tapes, and it
never needs repair. All you need is a touch-tone phone. And if other
students have TeleMessaging too, you .can pass messages back and
forth, leave specific messages for certain callers and even send one
message to a group of people. All that for just a few dollars per
month. Don't let college life pass you by. Give TeleMessaging a try
for yourself today.
NEW

TeleMessaging
Available only from

.., Ellensburg
l.!i. Telephone

NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE.
What is it? An opportunity to study for
in-state tuition at out-of-state schools.
Which schools are participating? Call
963-3612 (Office of International
Programs) to find out!
FREE TRIPS and MONEY!! Individuals
and Student Organizations wanted to
promote the Hottest Spring Break
Destinations, call the nation's leader.
Inter-Campus Programs 1-800-3276013.
OVERLAND WORD PROCESSING
925-2643.

OBSERVER
Classifieds
WORK!
Call 963-1026

\Dure smart
enough to know
the difference
bet\Veenperestroika
and glasnost.

305 N. Ruby, Ellensburg• 925-1425

Andvou're
still smoking?
GIVE TELEMESSAGING A TRY YOURSELF ... CALL OUR 24 HOUR DEMONSTRATION LINE RIGHT NOW ... 925-8353

Celebrate Homecoming and Halloween at:
pizza
place
IN THE PLAZA
716 E STH

THE EXCLUSIVE PIZZA PLACE·. OF CWU & WILDCAT SPORTS

ELLENSBURG
CURRENT
ELLENSBURG
PIZZA HUT &
DOMINO'S
COUPONS
ACCEPTED

•Award Winning Pizza
•Big Screen TV
•Sandwiches
•Two Happy Hours Daily 3-5 & 9-11 p.m..
- •Special Party Rates for Groups

•Espresso
_•Video Games
•Salads
•Happy Hour All Day Friday
of 10 or More
OPEN WEEKDAYS
11 :OOam - 1:OOam
FRIDAY - SATURDAY
11 :OOam - 2:00am

925-9855
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• nv~irOCeTOR BURGER" 1 FOOTBALL SPECIAL •

I (burger,mushrooms,chedd?rcheese,1ettuce,tomatoes,
1
I
1000 Island, onions on request)

:

*lncludesagreensaladontheside

I

I
I

DINE IN

$4.25

2Large1-Topping Pizzas

$14.95

:.
I

CARRY OUT

Ex ires 12 _31 _93

:
CARRY OUT I

DINE IN

I
I

I

I

Expires 12-31-93

2 MEDIUM
•·
1
1-TOPPING PIZZAS 1

$8.98

:

CARRY OUTI

DINE IN

I
I

.

I
I

Expires 12-31-93
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: Meat Lover's Special : LARGE (16") PIZZA : Combination Pizza :
1 (Choose Up To Three Meats)•
MEDIUM PRICE 1
Large $13.00
1
: Large $10.98 Medium $8.98 :
I
I
I

:

FAST•SAFE I DINE IN •
DELIVERY I CARRY OUT

DINE IN•
CARRY OUT
Expires 12-31-93

:

Medium $10. 75

FAST•SAFE I DINE IN• .
DELIVERY I CARRY OUT
Expires 12-31-93

I

:

. FAST•SAFEI
DELIVERY I
Expires 12-31-93

:
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FULL

SERVICE
ESPRESSO,

fAMllY DAIRY

MADE WITH THE
FRESHEST MILK IN
TOWN.

I

I

I

I

.

-~~d_18th & Walnut

University Dairy Store
OPEN: MON. TO FRI 7AM to 10PM SAT. & SUN 10AM to 10 PM

•

~

Made with Pride in
Washington

